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MODULE 6 
SUBWAYS AND TRAINS 

I. OBJECTIVES 

Upon completion of this module you wi I I be able to 

I. get the attention of a Japanese person; 

2. ask the way to trains going to your destination; 

3. ask the way to the express; 

4. understand such answers as 

a. "it's that way, " 
b . " it' 5 over there, ff 

c. "it's on track number " . , 

d . "gee, I don't know"; 

5. ask the fare to your destination; 

6. understand fares up to ¥480 quoted in Japanese; 

7. ask for change; 

8. ask which ticket machine to use; 



SUBWAYS AND TRAINS PART I 

9. understand such answers as 

a. "this one," 

b. "anyone wi II do"; 

10. ask i f "this" i s 

a • an express train, 

b . your destination, 

c. the train for your destination, 

d • the place for trains to your destination; 

I I. ask if the next stop is your destination; 

12. understand such answers as 

a. "yes, it is," 

b. "no, it isn't," 

c. "no, it's station"; 

13. apologize for bumping into someone or stepping on 
somebody's toes; 

14. say "thank you." 

2 



SUBWAYS AND TRAINS PART 2 

2. VOCABULARY 

The system of writing Japanese used in this course is 
called the Hepburn system. Pronunciation of most of the 
letters presents no difficulty to an American. Those letters 
or combinations of letters considered difficult to pronounce 
wi I I be explained in this section of the modules. 

In Module 6 you may have difficulty with the following: 

I • When the letter n i s the last letter i n a word, 
it may sound somewhat like the ng i n "sing." Listen: 

ichi-ban sumimasen 

2 . The letters with a bar above them, a." e." i." 0." and 
are pronounced longer than those without a bar. Listen: 

sa e ne ie so domo j u 

3. When i and u are written with a slash mark through 
them, they are slurred, or barely pronounced. Listen: 

des0 Asak0sa Aklhabara Shimo-Kltazawa 

u." 

4. When double letters appear in a Japanese word, as in 
F~ssa." the sound is repeated. Think of double letters as 
having a hyphen between them, and pronounce both letters 
distinctly. Listen: 

Fkis-sa 

5. The letter g in the middle of a word is pronounced 
like the ng in "sing" by natives of Tokyo. Listen: 

tsugi chigaimaski Sagami-Dno 

3 



SUBWAYS AND TRAINS 

sumimasen 

des~ 
des~ ka? 
deslti ne? 

tsugi 
tsugi Sagami-Ono des~ ne? 

kore 

sore 

are 

dore? 

Shinjuk~ dore des~ ka? 
dore demo T des~ 

kyuko 
kore kyuko des~ ka? 

kochira 

sochira 

achira 

dochira? 

dochira des~ ka? 

( P I ace) i k i 
Sobudai-mae iki dochira 

des~ ka? 
kore Sobudai-mae iki des~ 

ka? 

koko 

soko 

asoko 

doko? 

Sobudai-mae iki koko 
des~ ka? 

4 

excuse me 

is; am; are 
is it? 
isn't it? 

next 

PART 2 

Sagami-Ono is next, isn't it? 

this one 

that one 

that one over there 

which one? 

which one is for Shinjuku? 
anyone wi II do 

express 
is this the express? 

this way 

that way 

over that way 

which way? 

which way is it? 

going to (place) 
which way to the train going 

to Sobudai-mae? 
is this one (the train) going 

to Sobudai-mae? 

here; this place 

there; that place 

over there; that place over there 

where?; which place? 

is this the place (for trains) 
to Sobudai-mae? 



SUBWAYS AND TRAINS 

sa ne 
wakarimasen 
wakaranai 
sa ne, wakaranai! 

hai 
e 
so des0 
ha i, so des0 

ie 
iya 
iya, chigaimas0 

kaete kudasai 
kore kaete kudasai 

gomen nasai 

domo 

ichi-ban 
ni-ban 
sam-ban 
yom-ban 
go-ban 
rok0-ban 
nana-ban 
hachi-ban 
kyu-ban 
ju-ban 

sen 
ichi-ban sen 
yom-ban sen des0 

ju 
ni-ju 
san-j~ 
yo n-l u 
go-ju 
rok0-j~ 
nana-ju 
hachi-ju 
kyu-ju 

gee 
I don't know 
I don't know 
gee, I don't know 

ye s 
yes 
it is; that's right 
yes, it is 

no; it's nothing 
no 

PART 2 

no, it's not (literally, "no, 
that's wrong") 

please change 
please change this 

pardon me; I'm sorry 

thank you 

number one 
number two 
number three 
number four 
number five 
number six 
number seven 
number eight 
number nine 
number ten 

track 
track number one 
it's track number four 

10 
20 (I iterally, "two tens") 
30 
40 
50 
60 
70 
80 
90 

5 



SUBWAYS AND TRAINS 

hyak0 
ni-hyak0 
sam-byak0 
yon-hyak0 

en 
hachi-ju en 

ikura? 
ikura des0 ka? 

(place) made 
Ueno made ikura des0 ka? 
sam-byak0 san-ju en des0 

6 

100 
200 
300 
400 

PART 2 

yen (Japanese currency unit, ¥) 
¥80 

how much? 
how much is it? 

to (place); as far as (place) 
how much is it to Ueno? 
it's ¥330 
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SUBWAYS AND TRAINS PART 3 

3. NOTES 

I. Trains (densha) and subways (ahtkatetsi) are generally 
the most convenient and economical transportation in and 
around metropol itan areas of Japan. Driving is quite 
pleasant in the countryside, but traffic jams and extremely 
I imited parking can make driving a,nightmare in the larger 
cities. Of course, there are buses (basi) running in all 
directions, but using city buses can be a 'ittle compl icated. 
For instance, each bus company in Tokyo has a different fare 
system. Knowing where and when to pay can be problems, and 
the solutions vary according to the bus I ine you are riding 
and your need to transfer. A I I th i ngs cons i dered, tra ins 
and subways are wiser choices for the casual traveler. 

2. A word of caut i on, however. Wh i Ie Japanese tra ins 
and subways are clean, quiet, and punctual, they are extremely 
crowded during rush hours. Plan your schedule to avoid travel-
ing during peak commuter traffic. 

3. Before you take a tra in, I earn someth i ng about how 
the rai I system operateS. Genera I information on Japanese 
ra i I trave lis ava i I ab I e at the Educat i on Center. Subway 
maps are a I so ava i I ab I e. Get maps, and p' an your route in 
advance. At first, try to go with a friend who already knows 
the ropes. 

4. The first thing you have to do at the train or subway 
station is to find out the fare to your destination. Fares 
are shown on a I arge route map on the wa I' near the ticket 
machines. Each station or stop appears as an oval or square. 
On the map, the stat i on where you are is shown ina so lid 
color or by an arrow. The fares to other stations are inside 
the ovals or squares representing those stops. Occasionally, 
you wi II see two fares. The greater amount is the adult fare; 
the lesser, the chi Id's fare. 

There are two ways to figure your fare: 

a. If you know the direction you are going and the 
number of stops between your present location and your 
destination, you can simply count stops on the map. Your fare 
is the amount shown in the oval or square at the final stop--
your destination. 

b. If you have your cue cards from the Signs and Menus 
module of this course, you can find the characters for the 
name of your destination. Then locate that station on the 
wa I I ma p • 

7 
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SUBWAYS AND TRAINS PART 3 

5. The next step is purchasing a ticket. Get a friend 
to show you which ticket machine (kenbai-ki) to use, or ask a 
passerby. In most cases, you drop ¥IO or ¥IOO coins into a 
slot; then, press the button which shows your fare. If you 
don't have enough coins, you can get change for a ¥500 or 
a ¥IOOO note from the change machine (ryogae-ki) in larger 
stations. At smaller stations you can get change at a window. 

6. Now you go through a wicket (kai8at8~-guahi), where 
an attendant punches your ticket. Be sure not to throwaway 
the punched ticket, because you must turn it in when you pass 
through the wicket at your destination. 

7. Now you have to find the right platform. You wil I 
often find signs in Engl ish, as well as timetables showing 
departure times. If you have any difficulty, ask a passerby 
which way to go for trains to your destination. 

8. At times, you may want to find out if you are on the 
right platform or train or to find out if the next stop is 
your destination. Asking a fellow traveler is quick and 
painless. Doing this wi I I not only put your mind at ease 
but wi I I a I so prove that your Japanese rea I I Y works. 

If you are interested in learning to read Japanese, you might 
take your cue cards along. Travel ing the same route often, 
you wi I I soon recognize major station names. You can also 
learn to spot an express when you see the characters for 
kyuko on the front car. 

9. If you miss your stop, get off at the next station, 
cross the platform, and get on a train going in the direction 
you came from. By doing this, you won't have to pay another 
fare. 

10 
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SUBWAYS AND TRAINS PART 4 

4. FLUENCY DRILLS 

In this section, when you are asked to say something, 
speak loudly and clearly, and try hard to pronounce the words 
as the speaker does on the tape. After you have given your 
response, you wi I I hear the correct version. 

I. In order to ride subways and trains in Tokyo, you 
wi I I need to buy tickets from vending machines. If you need 
change for a 500-yen or I,OOO-yen note, you go to a window 
and say "please change this," kore kaete kudasai. Listen and 
repeat: 

Kore kaete kudasai. 

2. To get someone's attention to ask a question or 
favor, you say "excuse me," sumimasen. Listen and repeat: 

Sumimasen. 

Now say "excuse me, please change this." 

3. After someone has done you a favor--for example, 
changed your m£ney or answered your question--you say 
"thank you," domo. Listen and repeat: 

Domo. 

4. If you are standing in front of a bank of ticket 
vending machines and you are not certain which machine sells 
tickets for your destination, you may ask a passerby "which 
one is for Shinjuku?" Shinjuk'i dore desi ka? Listen and 
repeat! 

Shinjuk0 dore des~ ka? 

15 



SUBWAYS AND TRAINS PART 4 

Or if your destination is Ebina and you want to ask "which 
one is for Ebina?" you say Ebina dore desJi ka? Listen and 
repeat: 

Ebina dore des0 ka? 

5. You want to know wh i ch mach i ne se I 1st i ckets to 
a particular destination. You wi I I hear several station 
names. After hearing each name, ask which machine to use 
for that station. 

EXAMPLE: Kanda YOU: Kanda dore des~ ka? 

Ginza 

Ueno 

Sagami-Ono 

Shibuya 

TokyO' ek i 

6. One answer to you r quest i on "wh i ch one is for 
Shinjuku?" might be "it's this one," kore desn. Listen: 

Kore deski. 

Or the answer might be "it's that one," sore desn. Listen: 

Sore deski. 

Or the answer might be "anyone wi I I do," dore demo i desn. 
Listen: 

Dore demo T deski. 

16 



SUBWAYS AND TRAINS PART 4 

7. Now you wi II hear answers to your question "which 
one is for Ebina?" Ebina dore de87R. ka? After hearing each 
Japanese answer~ give the Eng) ish equivalent. 

Sore desk1. 

Kore desk1. 

Dore demo T desk1. 

Kore des~. 

Dore demo T des~. 

Sore des~. 

8. The name of a stat i on fo I lowed by the word iki means 
a train going to that station. For example~ "a train going 
to Shinjuku" would be Shinjuk;1. iki. Listen and repeat: 

Shinjuk~ iki 

And "a train going to the Ginza Station" would be Ginza iki. 
Listen and repeat: 

Ginza iki 

9. In this dri II you wi II hear several station names. 
Add the word iki to each of them. 

Kanda 

Shibuya 

Aklhabara 

Sagami-Ono 

Asak!&sa 

Ikebukuro 

17 



SUBWAYS AND TRAINS PART 4 

10. To as k "wh i ch way is it?" you say dochira des~ ka ? 
Listen and repeat: 

Dochira des~ ka? 

To ask "which way to the train going to Kanda?" you say 
Kanda iki dochira des~ ka? Listen and repeat: 

Kanda iki dochira des~ ka? 

And to ask " w h i c h way tot h e t r a i n g 0 i n g toE bin a?" you say 
Ebina iki dochira des~ ka? Listen and repeat: 

Ebina iki dochira des~ ka? 

II. Now ask which way to the following trains. You wi II 
hear only station names. Add the word iki to each name, 
and then ask the question dochi~a des~ ka ? 

EXAMPLE: Yokohama YOU: Yokohama iki dochira des~ ka? 

Shinagawa 

Shimo-Kltazawa 

Ueno 

Yurak~cho 

Sobudai-mae 

12. To the quest i on Kanda iki dochira des~ ka? you 
might get the answer "it's this way," kochira des7i. Llsten: 

Kochira des~. 

Or you might get the answer "it's that way," soahira des~. 
Listen: Sochira deski. 

Or you might hear achira des~, "it's over that way." LIsTen: 

Achira des~. 

Now you wi I I hear var i ous answers to you r quest i on "wh i ch way 
to the train going to Ueno?" Give the English equivalent for 
each answer. 

18 



SUBWAYS AND TRAINS PART 4 

13. When you ask for directions to your train, you may 
get another kind of answer --koko des~, "it's here." Listen: 

Koko desld. 

Or 8oko des'Jd, "it's there." Listen: 

Soko des0. 

Or asoko des'Jd, "it's over there." Listen: 

Asoko des0. 

Listen to some answers to your question "which way to the train 
going to Fussa?" and give the Engl ish translations: 

14. To as k where someth i ng is, you say doko des'd ka -; 
Listen and repeat: 

Doko des0 ka? 

To ask "where is the train going to Kanda?" you say Kanda iki 
doko des~ ka? Listen and repeat' 

Kanda iki doko des0 ka? 

15. Now ask where to find trains for the following 
stations. You wi I I hear only station names. Add the word 
iki to each name, and then add the question doko desu ka? 

EXAMPLE: Asak0sa YOU: Asak0sa i ki doko des0 ka? 

Shinjuk0 

Akasaka-Mits0ke 

F0ssa 

Sagamihara 

Tachlkawa 

SObudai-mae 

19 



SUBWAYS AND TRAINS PART 4 

16. The answers to the question Kanda iki doko des~ ka ? 
wi I I be the same as those for the question Kanda iki doahira 
des'JI. ka? Listen to some answers to these questions, and give 
the Engl ish equivalents: 

17. You are standing on the platform. The train is not 
yet in the station. If you want to ask "is this the place 
for trains to Kanda?" you say Kanda iki koko des~ ka? 
Listen and repeat: 

Kanda i ki koko des0 ka? 

And if you want to ask "is this the place for trains to Ebina?" 
you say Ebina iki koko des'!i ka: Listen and repeat: 

Eb i na i k i koko deski ka? 

18. Now ask if this is the place for trains to the 
following stations. You wi II hear only station names. Add 
iki to each name, and then add the question koko des~ ka ? 

Ueno 

Shibuya 

Shinjukk1 

AkYhabara 

Shimo-Kltazawa 

20 



SUBWAYS AND TRAINS PART 4 

19. One "yes" answer is e, so des~, "yes, it is." Listen: 

E, so deski. 

Another "yes" answer is hai, so desi, "yes, it is." Listen: 

Hai, sO'deski. 

If the answer is "no, it isn't," you will hear ie, chigaimasi 
or iya, chigaimasi. Listen: 

Te, chigaimask:i. 

Iya, chigaimaski. 

20. Listen to some answers and give the Engl ish 
translations: 

E, so deski. 

Iya, chigaimask:i. 

Hai, so desk1. 

Te, chigaimaslti. 

21. The train is already in the station. If you want to 
know if it is the train going to Shinjuku, you say kore 
Shinjuk~ iki des~ ka? Listen and repeat: 

Kore Shinjukki iki des0 ka? 

Or if you want to ask "is this one going to Kanda?" you say 
kore Kanda iki desJd ka? Listen and repeat: 

Kore Kanda iki desk1 ka? 

21 



SUBWAYS AND TRAINS PART 4 

22. Now you wi II hear some station names. After hearing 
each name, ask if this one is going to that station. 

EXAMPLE: Sagami-Ono YOU: Kore Sagam i -Ono i k i deski ka? 

Yokohama 

Shibuya 

Sagamihara 

Akasaka-Mits0ke 

Shinagawa 

23. The answers to the question kore Kanda iki des~ ka ? 
wi I I be the same as those for the question koko Kanda iki 
des~ ka? For "yes," the answer wi I I be either e, so des~ 
or hai, so desi. For "no," the answer wi I I be either ie, 
ahigaimas~ or iya, ahigaimas~. 

24. The word for "express train" is kyuko. Listen and 
repeat! 

kyuko 

To ask "is this an express?" you say kore kyuko desi ka:; 
Listen and repeat: 

Kore kyuko deski ka? 

To ask" is that an express?" you say sore kyuko desi ka ~ 
Listen and repeat! 

Sore kyuko des0 ka? 

And to ask "is that an express over there?" you say are kyuko 
des~ ka ? Listen and repeat: 

Are kyuko des0 ka? 

22 
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25. Now ask the fo I low i ng quest ions in Japanese: 

Is that an express? 

Is this an express? 

Is that an express over there? 

26. There is another way to ask a question if you think 
the answer is go i ng to be "yes." Yo~ use desi ne? instead 
of desi ka ? Fo r examp Ie, sore kyuko des~ ne? mean s "th at's 
an express, isn't it?" Other examples using desJ4. ne are 
koko Kanda iki desi ne ?meaning "this is the place for trains 
to Kanda, isn't it?" and kore Kanda iki desi, ne? meaning 

" "this one is qoinq to Kanda. isn't it? 

27. Now ask the following questions in Japanese using 
desyi ne? 

This is the place for trains 
to Kanda, isn't it? 

This is an express, isn't it? 

This one is going to Kanda, 
isn't it? 
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28. Asking if a train is an express, you may hear 
severa I "yes" answers. One of the answers cou I d be "it's 
an express," kyuko des~. Listen: 

Kyuko desk:i. 

Another answer might be "it is" or "that's right," so desi. 
Listen: 

SO'desk:i. 

Or the word for "yes," e or hai, may be added to kyukyo desi 
and so des~. Listen: 

E", kyuko desk:i. 

Hai, kyuko deski. 

"E, sO' desk:i. 

Hai, sO'deski. 

Yes, 

Yes, 

Yes, 

Yes, 

it's an express. 

it's an express. 

it is. 

it is. 

If the train is not an express, you might hear "no, it's not," 
iya, chigaimas~ or re, chigaimas~. Listen: 

Iya, chigaimaski. 

Te, chigaimaski. 

I f the answer is "no," the person may tell you which train 
is the express. For "no, it's not; it's that one," he would 
say iya chigaimas~, sore des~. 

Listen to the fo I low i ng sentences, and give the Eng Ii sh 
translations: 

Kore deski. 

Sore desk:i. 

Are deski. 

Te, chigaimas~. Sore deski. 

Iya, chigaimaski. Are deski. 
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29. The person may not know if the train is an express. 
I n that case, he wi I I say "gee," sa ne., 
Listen: 

Sa ne! 

And then he might add "I don't know," wakarimasen. Listen: 

Sa ne, wakarimasen. 

Another form of "I don't know" is wakaranai. 

wakaranai 

Sa ne, wakaranai. 

Listen: 

30. Now you wi 1 1 hear several answers to your question 
about express trains. After hearing each answer, give the 
Engl ish equivalent~ 

31. The word for "next" is tsugi. 

tsugi 

Listen and repeat: 

To as k a fe I low passenger "i s Eb i na the next stop?" you say 
tsugi Ebina des;1. ka? Listen and repeat: 

Tsugi Ebina des~ ka? 

If you expect a "yes" answer, you might say "Ebina is the 
next stop, isn't it?" tsugi Ebina des7ti ne? Listen and repeat: 

Tsugi Ebina des~ ne? 

Now ask if the fo I low i ng stat ions are next. You may use 
either des7ti ka? or des7ti ne ? in your questions. 

Sobudai-mae 

Sagami-Ono 

Ginza 

Asakl1sa 

Sagami-Ots~ka 
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32 • The" yes" a n s w e r to" 1. s E bin a the n ext s top? tf 

t s U g i E b ina de s 7i k a: wi.!.. I bee, sO' des -p, 0 r ha i, 8"0 des ~ • 
The "no" answer wi I I be ie, ahigaimasi1. or iua. ahiaaimas1l.. 
If the person says "no," some additional information might be 
offered, I ike "it's Machida," Maahida des7A. or Hit's Akihabara." 
Akihabara des7A.. 

33. When you ask someone about a train, he may give you 
the track number. Before you learn complete answers, let's 
practice the words for "number one," "number two," and other 
track numbers. 

"Number one" is iahi-ban. Listen: 

ichi-ban 

"Number two" is ni-ban. Listen: 

ni-ban 

"Number three" is sam-ban. Listen: 

sam-ban 

"Number four" is yom-ban. Listen·: 

yom-ban 

And "number five" is go-ban. Listen: 

go-ban 

To say "track number one, " you add the 
and say iahi-ban sen. Listen: 

ichi-ban sen track number 

ni-ban sen track number 

sam-ban sen track number 

yom-ban sen track number 

go-ban sen track number 
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word sen to iahi-ban 

one 

two 

-three 

four 

five 
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To say "it's track number one, " you add the word des'i to 
iahi-ban sen. Listen: 

Ichi-ban sen desk1. It's track number one. 

Ni-ban sen desk1. It's track number two. 

Sam-ban sen desk1. It's track number three. 

Yom-ban sen des0. It's track number four. 

Go-ban sen des~. It's track number five. 

"Number six" is rok14.-ban. Listen: 

rokri-ban 

"Number seven" is nana-ban. Listen: 

nana-ban 

"Number eight" is haahi-ban. Listen: 

hachi-ban 

"Number nine" is kyu-ban. Listen: 

kyu-ban 

And "number ten" is ju-ban. Listen: 

ju-ban 

"Track number six" is rok14.-ban sen. Listen: 

rok~-ban sen track number six 

nana-ban sen track number seven 

hachi-ban sen track number eight 

kyu-ban sen track number nine 

ju-ban sen track number ten 
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"It's track number six" i s rok1A-ban sen des~. Listen: 

Rokk1-ban sen des~. It's track number six. 

Nana-ban sen des0. It's track number seven. 

Hachi-ban sen des0. It's track number eight. 

Kyu-ban sen des0. It's track number nine. 

Ju-ban sen des0. It's track number ten. 

34. Now you wi I I hear Japanese sentences in which track 
numbers are given. After hearing each, give the number of 
the track in Engl ish. Before beginning this dri II, you may 
want to stop the tape recorder and review the numbers from 
one to 10. 

35. You may find it convenient or even necessary to ask 
a passerby the fare from one station to another. "How much 
is it?" is ikura des~ ka? Listen and repeat: 

Ikura dest1 ka? 

"To Kanda" is Kanda made. Listen and repeat: 

Kanda made 

To ask "how much is it to Kanda?" you say Kanda made ikura 
des-p. ka? Listen and repeat r 

Kanda made ikura des0 ka? 
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36. Now you wi II hear several station names. Add made 
to each name: 

EXAMPLE: Ebina YOU: Eb i na made 

Aklhabara 

Ginza 

Sagami-Ono 

Ueno 

Yokohama 

37. Listen once again to the question "how much is it?" 

Ikura des0 ka? 

In this drill you will hear the names of several stations. 
After hearing each name, ask how much it is to that station: 

EXAMPLE: Kanda 

Ebina 

F0ssa 

Ueno 

Sagami-Ono 

SObudai-mae 

Tokyo eki 

Yokohama 

YOU: Kanda made ikura des0 ka? 
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38. In answer to your question "how much is it to Kanda?" 
you wi II hear "it's yen." Tokyo train and subway 
fares range from 70 yen to at least' 480 yen. "70 yen" is 
nana-ju en. As you have learned,. nana is "seven," and j''U is 
"t en .. It En mea n s " yen" and i s pro n 0 u n c e d I ike the let t ern. 

Courting by tens, the numbers 20 through 90 are simpl~ the 
words for "two" through tfnine" with the word_"ten," ju, added 
to each. "20" is ni-ju. Note that in san-ju, "30," 
and yon-ju, "40," the words for "three" and "four" end with n. 

Here is a list of the words for 10 through 90. Listen: 

ju 10 

ni-ju 20 

san-ju 30 

yon-ju 40 

go-ju 50 

rok~-ju 60 

nana-ju 70 

hachi-ju 80 

kyu- ju 90 

Now stop the tape and study these numbers. 

39. You wi II hear fares between 10 yen and 90 yen. 
After hearing each fare in Japanese, say the Engl ish 
equivalent: 

EXAMPLE: nana-j u en YOU: 70 yen 

40. To say "it's 10 yen" or "it's 20 ':Len," you add 
the wo~d des~ to the fare. For example, ju en des~ is "it's 
10 yen" and nana-ju en des7d is "it's 70 yen." 
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41. Now you wi I I hear sentences I ike nana-ju en desi. 
After hearing each sentence, say the fare in Engl ish! 

If you had difficulty saying the correct fare, I isten to 
the d r i I I ag a in. 

42. The word for "100" is hv.aki. "It's 100 ven." 
is hyak;1.. en des;1... "It's 200 yen 1 is ni-hyaki en des;1... 

In the words for "300," you wi II find two changes 
in sound. First, the n of san becomes m, sam (as in sam-ban 
sen). Second, the h of hyak;1.. becomes b, byak;1... 
So 11300" is sam-byaki. "I t' s 300 yen" is sam-byaki en des;1... 

"It's 400 yen" is yon-hyak'Ji en des;1... 

For any number combinations beyond one hundred, simply add 
the numbers in tens to the numbers in hundreds. For example, 
"380 yen" is sam-byak1i haahi-ju en. 

43. Here are some answers to your question "how much is 
it to Tokyo Stat i on?" Tokyo eki made ikura des'Ji ka ? 
Fo I low in your book as you listen to the tape: 

Yon-hyak0 ni-ju en des0. 

Hyak~ rok~-ju en des0. 

Ni-hyak~ rok0-ju en des~. 

Sam-byak~ rOk0-ju en des0. 

Hyak0 go-ju en des~. 

Ni-hyak0 yon-ju en des0. 

Sam-byak0 san-ju en des0. 

Hyak0 nana-ju en des~. 

Ni-hyak~ ni-ju en des0. 

Yon-hyak0 hachi-ju en des~. 

Sam-byak0 hachi-ju en des0. 

Hyak0 yon-ju en des0. 

Ni-hyak0 kyu-ju en des~. 

Sam-byak0 ju en des0. 

Yon-hyak0 go-ju en des~. 
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It's ¥ 420. 

It's ¥160. 

It's ¥260. 

It's ¥360. 

It's ¥150. 

It's ¥240. 

It's ¥330. 

It's ¥170. 

It's ¥220. 

It's. ¥ 480. 

It's ¥380. 

It's ¥140. 

It's ¥290. 

It's ¥310. 

It's ¥450. 
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44. Now you wi I I hear more answers to your question 
about fare. This time, after I istening to each sentence, 
say the fare in Engl ish: 

45. If you bump into someone or step on somebody's 
toes, you should say gomen nasai, which means "excuse me" 
or "\ 'm sorry." Listen and repeat: 

Gomen nasai. 
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SUBWAYS AND TRAINS 

5. DIALOGUES 

I • 
(at the change window) 
A: Sumimasen. Kore kaete 

kudasai. 

Domo. 

PART 5 

Excuse me. Would you change 
this please? 

Thank you. 

( i n front of the ticket machines) 
A: Sumimasen. Ikebukuro 

dore des.t1 ka? 

J : Dore demo i des.t1. 

A: Domo. 

(on the way to the platform) 
A: Sumimasen. Ikebukuro iki 

dochira des.t1 ka? 

J : Sa ne! Wakar i masen. 

A: Domo. 

A: Sumimasen. Ikebukuro iki 
dochira deski ka? 

J: Kochira des.t1. 

A: Domo. 

(on the platform) 
A: Kore Ikebukuro iki 

des.t1 ka? 
J: Iya, chigaimas.t1. Sore 

des.t1. 

A: Domo. 
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Excuse me. Which one i s for 
Ikebukuro? 

Any one wi I I do. 

Thank you. 

Excuse me. Which way to the 
train going to Ikebukuro? 

Gee, ... I don't know. 

Thank you. 

Excuse me. Which way to the 
trai n goi ng to I kebukuro? 

It's this way. 

Thank you. 

Is this one going to Ikebukuro? 

No, it's not. It's that one. 

Thank you. 
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2. 
(in front of the ticket machines) 
A: Sumimasen. Shinjuk0 Excuse me. Which one is for 

dore des0 ka? Shinjuku? 

J : Kore des0. 

A: Shinjuk0 made ikura 
des0 ka? 

J: Hyak0 en des0. 

A: Domo. 

(on the way to the platform) 
A: Sumimasen. Shinjuk0 iki 

dochira deski ka? 

J: Sochira des0. 

A: Demo. 

(on the platform) 
A: Shinjukt:1 iki koko desl1 

ka? 

J: E, sO'desl1. 

A: Demo. 

(on the train) 
A: Tsugi Shinjukt:1 deski ne? 

J : so' dest:1. 

A: Demo. 
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It's this one. 

How much is it to Shinjuku? 

It's ¥IOO. 

Thank you. 

Excuse me. Which way to the 
train going to ShinJuku? 

It's that way. 

Thank you. 

Is this the place for trains 
to Shinjuku? 

Yes, it is. 

Thank you. 

Shinjuku is next, isn't it? 

That's right. 

Thank you. 
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3 • 
(in front of the ticket machines) 
A: Sumimasen. Shinagawa dare 

des~ ka? 

J : Kore des~. 

A: Shinagawa made ikura desrl 
ka? 

J: Ni-hyak~ nana-ju en des~. 

(on the way to the platform) 
A: Sumimasen. Shinjuk~ ikf 

dochira des~ ka? 

J: Sochira des0. 

A: Domo. 

(on the platform) 
A: Kore Shinjuk~ iki des~ 

ka? 

J: Hai, so des~. 

A: Domo. 

(on the train) 
A: Tsugi Sagami-Ono des~ 

ka? 

J: E, 50' des~. 

A: Domo. 

PART 5 

Excuse me. 
Shinagawa? 

Which one is 

It's this one. 

for 

How much is it to Shinagawa? 

It's ¥270. 

Excuse me. Which way to the 
train going to Shinjuku? 

It's that way. 

Thank you. 

Is this one going to Shinjuku? 

Yes, it is. 

Thank you. 

Is Sagami-Ono next? 

Yes, it is. 

Thank you. 

(after stepping on 
A: Gomen nasa i . 

someone's toes) 
I'm sorry. 
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(on the platform) 
A: Kore Shinjukl1 iki deski ka? 

J: SO'deski. 

A: Sore kyukO' deski ka? 

J: SO'deski. 

A: Demo. 

. . .. 

(at Shinjuku Station) 
A: Sumimasen. Shinagawa iki 

doko desl1 ka? 

J: Shinagawa iki? Achtra 
deski. Hachi-ban sen deski. 

A: Domo. 

(on the p\atform) 
A: Shinagawa iki koko 

deski ka? 

J: E, sedeski. 

A: Domo. 

4. 
(at the change window) 
A: 
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PART 5 

Is this one going to Shinjuku? 

That's right. 

Is that an express? 

That's right. 

Thank you. 

Excuse me. Where is the train 
going to Shinagawa? 

The train going to Shinagawa? 
It's over that way. It's 
track number eight. 

Thank you. 

ls this the place for trains 
to Shinagawa? 

Yes, it is. 

Thank you. 

Excuse me. Would you change 
this, please? 

Thank you. 
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(in front of the ticket machines) 
A: Excuse me. How much is it 

to Ueno? 

J: Sam-byak0 ni-ju en des0. 

A: Which one is for Ueno? 

J: Sore desl1. 

A: Thank you. 

(on the way to the platform) 
A: 

J: Kochira des0. 

Excuse me. Which way to the 
train going to Shinjuku? 

A: Thank you. 

(on the platform) 
A: 

J: Hai, so des0. 

A: 

(on the train) 
A: 

J: E, so des0. 

A: 

(on the platform) 
A: 

J: Hai, so desl1. 

A: 

J: Te, chigaimas0. Sore 
kyuko desl1. 

A: 
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Is this one going to Shinjuku? 

Thank you. 

Sagami-Ono is next, isn't it? 

Thank you. 

Is this one going to Shinjuku? 

Is it an express? 

Thank you. 
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lon the train) 
A: 

J: Iya, chigaimas~. Shimo
Kltazawa deski. 

A: 

PART 5 

Is Shinjuku next? 

Thank you. 

A: Shinjuku is next, isn't ft? 

J: Hai, so deski. 

A: Thank you. 

(at Shinjuku Station) 
A: 

J: Sochira deski. 

Excuse me. Which way to the 
train going to Ueno? 

A: Thank you. 

(on the platform) 
A: 

J: So deski. 

Is this one going to Ueno? 

A: Thank you. 

(on the train) 
A: 

J: So deski. 

Ueno is next, isn't it? 

A: Thank you. 
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5. ) (in front of the ticket machines 
A: 

J: Dore demo i des0. 

A: 

(on the way to the platform) 
A: 

J : 

A: 

A: 

J : 

A: 

J : 

A: 

Sa ne, wakarimasen. 

Ichi-ban sen des0. 
Sochira des0. 

[, so des0. 

(on the platform) 
A: 

J: Te, chigaimas~. Are des~. 

A: 
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Excuse me. 
Yokohama? 

Thank you. 

PART 5 

Which one is for 

Excuse me. Which way to the 
train going to Yokohama? 

Thank you. 

Excuse me. Which way to the 
train going to Yokohama? 

That's an express, isn't it? 

Thank you. 

Is this one going to Yokohama? 

Thank you. 
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A: This one is going to Yokohama, 
isn't it? 

J: E, so des0. 

A: Is it an express? 

J: So des~. 
A: Thank you. 

(on the train) 
A: 

J: Iya, chigaimas~. 
Yamato des~. 

Yokohama is next, isn't it? 

A: Thank you. 

A: Is Yokohama next? 

J: E, so des ~ . 

A: TharrK you. 

A train arriving at a station 
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6. 
(in front of the ticket machines) 
A: 

J: Ni-hyak~ en des0. 

A: 

J: Kore des0. 

Excuse me. How much is it 
to Sobudai-mae? 

Which one is for Sobudai-mae? 

A: Thank you. 

(on the way to the platform) 
A: 

J: Sagami-Ono? Sa ne, 
wakaranai. 

A: 

A: 

J: Sochira des~. Sam-ban 
sen des~. 

Excuse me. Which way to the 
train going to Sagami-Ono? 

Thank you. 

Excuse me. Which way to the 
train going to Sagami-Ono? 

A: Is that an express? 

J : So des~. 

A: Thank you. 

(on the 
A: 

J : I, 

A: 

J : So 

A: 

platform) 

so des~. 

des~. 
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This one is going to Sagami
Ono, isn't it? 

It's an express, isn't it? 

Thank you. 
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(on the train) 
A: 

J: Te, chigaimas~. Machida 
deski. 

A: 

PART 5 

Is Sagami-Ono next? 

Thank you. 

A: Sagami-Ono is next, isn't it? 

J: Hai, so des~. 

A: Thank you. 

(on the platform) 
A: 

J: So des~. 

This one is going to Sobudai
mae, isn't it? 

A: Thank you. 

(after bumping into someone) 
A: 

J: Te. 
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I'm sorry! 

It's nothing. 
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6. SELF-EVALUATION QUIZ 

Section I 

You wi I I hear 15 situations. Respond to each in 
Japanese. After you respond, the correct answer wi I I be 
heard on the tape. On a separate piece of paper, keep track 
of the items you miss and those you answer correctly. 

Section 2 

You wi I I hear 20 statements in Japanese. Select the 
correct Engl ish equivalent for each from the three choices 
provided and write A, B, or C on a separate piece of paper. 
After you finish this section, check your answers with the key. 

I. A. It's ¥260. 
B· It's ¥270. 
C. It's ¥2 80 • 

2. A. Which one is for Daimon? 
B. Anyone wi I I do. 
C. This one is an express. 

3. A . It's this way. 
B. It's that way. 
C. It's over that way. 

4. A. Yes, it's that one. 
B. Yes, it's that way. 
C. Yes, it is. 

5. A. It's ¥120. 
B. It's ¥130. 
C. It's ¥140. 

6. A. It's track number one. 
B. It's track number two. 
C. It's track number three. 
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It's over there. 
It's he re. 

It's there. 
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7. A. It's this one. 
B. It's that one. 
C. It's that one over there. 

8. A. No, it's not. 
B. Yes, it's that one over there. 
C. Gee, • •• I don't know. 

9. A. It's this way. 
B. It's that way. 
C. It's over that way. 

I O. A. It's ¥2 30 • 
B. It's ¥2 50 • 
C. It's ¥2 80 • 

II. A. No, it's not Kanda. 
B. No, it's not. It's Kanda. 
C. No, it's Narimasu, not Kanda. 

12. A. The train going to Shibuya? It's track number six. 
B. The train going to Shinjuku? 
C. The train going to Shinagawa? 

It's track number five. 
It's track number four. 

13. A. It's this way. 
B. It's that way. 
C. It's over that way. 

14. A. It's track number nine. 
B. It's track number 10. 
C. It's track number five. 

I 5 • A. It's ¥ I 40 • 
B. It's ¥160. 
C. It's ¥ I 80 • 

16. A. Yes, it's that way. 
B. Yes, it's that one. 
C. Yes, it is. 

17. A. It's this way. It's track number one. 
B. It's that way. It's track number two. 
C. It's over that way. It's track number three. 

I 8. A. It's ¥ 200 • 
B. It's ¥ 300 • 
C. It's ¥ 400 • 
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19. A . Sobudai-mae? Yes, it's over that way. 
B . Sobudai-mae? No, it's Arakawa. 
C . Sobudai-mae? Gee, I don't know. 

20. A. No, it's not. That one i s the express. 
B. No, that one is not the express. 
c. No, Yurakucho i s next. 

Kel:: to Section 2 

I • B 6. A I I . B 16. C 

2. B 7 • A 12. A I 7 • B 

3. A 8. C I 3. C I 8. B 

4. C 9 • B 14. C 19. C 

5 . A 10. A I 5 . B 20. A 
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7. REVIEW AND REMEDIATION 

If you missed any items on the quiz, review the Fluency 
Dri lis indicated below. 

If you missed more than three items in Section I, or ~ore 
than four items in Section 2, it would be a qood idea to 
review the entire Dialogue section. Once you have reviewed 
the recommended exercises, take the Supplementary Self
evaluation Quiz, Part 8. 

I f you missed th ree items or fewer inSect i on I, and fou r 
items or fewer in Section 2, you may go on to another module 
without taking the Supplementary Self-evaluation Quiz. 

SECTION 

If you missed 
item 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

I I 

12 

13 

14 

15 

you should 
review dri II (5) 

35-37 

4, 5 

8-1 I 

2 I , 22, 26, 27 

31 

24, 25 

2 

8, 9 , 17, 18 

8, 9 , 14, 15 

3 

45 

24-27 

8, 9, I 7 , 18, 

26, 27 

31 

46 

SECTION 2 

If you missed 
item 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

I I 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

you should 
re view d r i I Is 

38-44 

6, 7 

12, 16 

19, 20, 23 

38-41 

13, 16, 33, 34 

6, 7 

29, 30 

12, 16 

38-44 

19, 20, 32 

8, 9 , 33, 34 

12, 16 

33, 34 

38-44 

19, 20, 23 

12, 16, 33, 34 

38-44 

29, 30 

19, 20, 28, 30 
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8. SUPPLEMENTARY SELF-EVALUATION QUIZ 

Section I 

You wi I I hear 10 situations. Respond to each in Japanese. 
After you respond, the correct answer wi I I be heard on the 
tape. 

Section 2 

You wi I I hear a conversation involving an American and 
several Japanese. On a separate piece of paper, translate 
the ent ire conversat i on into Eng Ii sh, stopp i ng the tape when
ever you need to. When you have finished, check your 
translation with the key. 

Key to Section 2 

A: Excuse me, which one is for Shinjuku? 
J : Anyone wi I I do. 
A: How much is it to Shinjuku? 
J: It's ¥250. 
A: Thank you. 

A: Would you change this, please? . 
A: Excuse me, is this the place for trains to Shinjuku? 
J: No, it's not. It's there; it's track number one. 
A: Thank you. 

A: Sagami-Ono is next, isn't it? 
J: Yes, it is. 
A: Thank you. 

A: Excuse me, which way to the train going to Shinjuku? 
J: It's that way. 
A: Is that an express? 
J: Yes, it is. 
A: Thank you. 
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9. ADDITIONAL VOCABULARY 

Here is a I ist of words and phrases that can be used in 
the situations covered in this module. You wi II NOT be tested 
on these new words. To show how they are used, we have 
provided some example sentences. Both the words and the 
sentences are on the tape to help you with pronunciation and 
to give you practice I istening to them. 

iriguchi 

deguchi 

Deguchi dochira des0 ka? 

kakueki-tesha 

entrance 

exit 

Which way is the exit? 

local 

Kore kakueki-tesha des0 ne? This is a local, isn't it? 

junkyu 

kaisok~ 

Sore kaisok~ des0 ka? 

toire 

Toire doko des0 ka? 

Nak~shi mash1ta. 

kipp~ 

shoppingu baggu 

handobaggu 

saif~ 

Kipp0 nak~shimash1ta. 

Saif~ nak~shimashlta. 

Sumimasen. Mo ichido 
itte kudasai. 

semi-express 

express (Chuo Line only) 

Is that an express? 

toi let, rest room 

Where is the rest room? 

lost it. 

ticket 

shopping bag 

handbag, purse 

wa I let 

lost the ticket. 

lost a wallet. 

Excuse me. Please say that 
again. 
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nam-ban sen 

Nam-ban sen des~ ka? 

(place) iki nam-ban sen 
desk1 ka? 

PART 9 

what track number? 

What track is it?/What's the 
track number? 

What's the track number for the 
train going to (place)? 
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Tokyo and Environs 

A map showing the train systems in and around Tokyo 
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MODULE 7 
TAXIS 

I. OBJECTIVES 

Upon completion of this module you wi I I be able to 

I. tel I a cabdriver you would like to go to 

a. Camp lama, 

b. Ueno Park, 

c. the Kokusai Theater, 

d. the Sanno Hote I, 

e. Paradise Park Stadium, 

f. the Imperial Palace, 

g. the Meiji ShrIne, 

h. the Electronics District, 

i. the Gi nza, 

j. "this place" (pointing to a photograph or map); 

2. understand such phrases as 

a. "huh, where was that?" 

b. "was that the Sanno Hotel?" 

c. "yes, sir," 

d. "no~" 

e. "is this the place?" 

f. "is this okay?" 
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3. tel I the driver 

a . "yes, thank you, " 
b • "this i s the place, " 
c. "this i s okay, " 
d . "no, it's over there. " 

Taxis I ined up, waiting for passengers 
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Catch i ng a tax i at a tax i stand I n Tokyo 
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You may want to go to the Imperial Palace (top) or 
to the Ginza (bottom). 
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TAXIS PART 2 

2. VOCABULARY 

The system of writing Japanese used in this course is 
called the Hepburn system. PronunciatIon of most of the 
letters presents no difficulty to an American. Those letters 
or combinations of letters considered difficult to pronounce 
wi I I be explained in this section of the modules. 

In Module 7 you may have difficulty with the following: 

I. When double letters appear in a Japanese word, as 
in Sanno, the sound is repeated. Think of double letters as 
having a hyphen between them and pronounce both letters 
distinctly. Listen: 

San-no 

2. The letters marked with a bar, e~ i, 0, 
are pronounced longer than ones without a bar. 

and u, 
Listen: 

Mej i Koen Jingu 

3. When i and u are written with a slash mark through 
them, they are slurred, or barely pronounced. Listen: 

Aklhabara Kok~sal Korakt6 shlmast6 

4. The letter g in the middle of a word is pronounced 
like the ng in "sing" by natives of Tokyo. Listen: 

O-negai shimas~. 
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Zama KyampJd 

Ueno Keen 

Kokk'1sa i Gek i je 

Sanne Hoteru 

Kerakk'1-en SJdtajiamu 

Kyuje 

Meji Jingu 

Aklhabara 

Ginza Yon-cherne 

o-negai shimaski 

Sanne Hoteru o-negai shimasJd 

koko 

soko 

asoko 

doko? 

koko o-negai shimas~ 

desk1 
desk1 ka? 
des0 ne? 
Korak0-en s0tajiamu des0 ka? 
koko des0 ka? 
Ginza Yon-chome des0 ne? 
koko des0 

e? 
e? Kok0sai Gekije des0 ka? 

doko des0 ka? 
e? doko des0 ka? 

nan des0 ka? 
e? nan des0 ka? 

PART 2 

Camp Zama 

Ueno Park 

the Kokusai Theater 

the Sanno Hotel 

Paradise Park Stadium 

the Imperial Palace 

the Meiji Shrine 

the Electronics District 

the Ginza 

please 

the Sanno Hotel I please 

here; this place 

there; that place 

over there; that place over there 

where?; what place? 

(take me to) this place, please 

is; was 
is it?/was it? 
isn't it?/wasn't it? 
was that Paradise Park Stadium? 
is this the place? 
that was the Ginza, wasn't it? 
this is the place 

huh? 
huh? was that the Kokusai 

Theater? 

where is it?/where to? 
huh? where's that?/huh? where 

was that? 
what is it? 
huh? what's that?/huh? what 

was that? 
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koko de i des0 this (place) i s okay 
koko de i des0 ka? i s this (place) okay? 

hai yes; ye s I sir ; yes, ma'am 
ie no 
ie, asoko des0 no, that's the place over there 

dame no! 
dame, dame no! no! 
dame des0 no! 

domo thanks 
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TAXIS PART 3 

3. NOTES 

I. Getting a cab in Japan is much like getting a cab 
in the United States. You wi I I find cabs near street corners 
and at cab stands in front of ra i I road stat ions, hote Is, and 
large department stores. At these stands passengers I ine up, 
waiting their turns. A red light on top of a cab indicates 
that it is unoccupied, and you may flag it down. 

2. Because the traffic in Japan keeps to the left, you 
enter the cab by the I eft rear door. Th i s door is contro I Jed 
by the driver--that is, he opens and closes the door from the 
driver's seat. When you are about to get into the cab, stand 
aside so that you are not struck by the opening door. In 
Japan the cabdriver does not help the passenger with luggage; 
so you are responsible for getting your luggage into the cab. 

When you get into a cab in Japan, you enter by the left rear 
door 
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TAXIS PART 3 

3. All taxis have meters, and fares are shown in Arabic 
numbers. You pay the fare wh i I e you are st i I I seated in the 
cab. You need not tip the driver. 

4. Between the hours of II p.m. and 5 a.m. you must pay 
an extra 20 percent of the fare, but some drivers agree to 
take on I y those passengers who are wi I ling to pay doub I e the 
fare shown on the meter. I f you are wi II ing to pay doub Ie, 
you raise your hand to a passing taxi with your first two 
fingers extended. 

5. Street addresses mean I ittle to a cabdriver because 
streets do not always have names and houses are not in numerical 
sequence. If you are going to a Japanese home, perhaps your 
host can sketch a map of the area for you and write some general 
directions in Japanese. If you are going to a well-known place, 
you might show the driver a picture of your destination or 
take a map and point out your destination. 

6. According to Japanese law, a driver must accept a 
passenger if there is room in the cab. But drivers do refuse 
to take certain passengers for various reasons: the destination 
is either too close or too far; there are too many people in 
the party; the driver does not want to travel in the direction 
you do; or it is too late. 
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4. FLUENCY DRILLS 

In this section, when you are asked to say something, 
speak loudly and clearly, and try hard to pronouce the words 
as the speaker does on the tape. After you have given your 
response, you wi I I hear the correct version. 

I. When you get into a taxi, give your destination, and 
add the word "please." If you want to go to the Imperial 
Palace, you say "(take me to) the Imperial Palace, please." 
"Please" in Japanese is o-negai shimas'J1.. Listen and repeat: 

o-negai shimask1 

The word for "Imperial Palace" is Kyujo. Listen and repeat: 

Kyuje 

"The Imperial Palace, please" is Kyujo o-negai shimas'li. 
Listen and repeat: 

Kyujo o-negai shimas~. 

"Ueno Park" is Ueno Koen. Listen and repeat: 

Ueno Koen 

"Ueno Park, please" is Ueno Koen o-negai shimas'J1.. 
repeat: 

Ueno Keen o-negai shimas~. 

Listen and 

The G i nza area of downtown Tokyo is ca I Jed, in Japanese, 
Ginza Yon-ahome. Listen and repeat! 

Ginza Yon-chome 

"The Ginza, please" is Ginza Yon-ahome o-negai shimas~. 
Listen and repeat: 

Ginza Yon-chome o-negai shimas~. 
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"The Sanno Hotel" is Sanno Hotepu. Listen and repeat: 

Sanna Hoteru 

Now say "the Sanno Hote I, P I ease." 

Sanna Hoteru o-negai shimas~. 

"The Kokusai Theater" is KokJisai Geki/o. Listen and repeat: 

Kokk1sai Gekijo 

Now say "the Kokusai Theater, please." 

Kokk1sai Gekijo o-negai shimask1. 

"Paradise Park Stadium" is KopakJi-en S')dtajiamu. 
repeat: 

Korakk1-en Sk1tajiamu 

Now say "Paradise Park Stadium, please." 

Korakk1-en S~tajiamu o-negai shimas~. 

Listen and 

"The Meiji Shrine" is Meji Jingu. Listen and repeat: 

Now say "the Me'ji Shrine, please." 

Meji Jingu o-negai shimask1. 

"Camp lama" is Zama KyampJ4.. Listen and repeat: 

lama Kyamp~ 

Now say "Camp lama, please." 

lama Kyampk1 o-negai shimask1. 
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The Electronics District of Tokyo is cal led Akihabara. 
Listen and repeat: 

Aklhabara 

Now say "the Electronics District, please." 

Aklhabara o-negai shimas~. 

If you have a picture of a well-known place or a map, you may 
simply show it to a cabdriver and say "here, please" or 
"this place, please," koko o-negai shimas'li. Listen and repeat: 

Koko o-negai shimas~. 

2. If you flag a taxi, when the driver pulls up he will 
say "where to?" doko des7d ka: Listen: 

Doko des~ ka? 

Answer the question doko des~ ka ?with either the name of the 
destination alone or the destination with "please," o-negai 
shimas~. For example, if you want to go to the Imperial Palace, 
Kyuj£, when the cabdriver asks doko des1A. ka? you say Kyujo or 
Kyujo o-negai shimas'li. 

Now you wi I I hear the Eng Ii sh names for severa I dest i nat ions. 
After hearing each, give the destination in Japanese, with or 
without "please," o-negai shimas~. 

EXAMPLE: The Imperial Palace YOU: Kyujo OR Kyujo o-negai 
shimaski. 

The Ginza 

The Sanno Hotel 

The Meiji Shrine 
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If you have a picture or a map, when the cabdriver asks 
"where to?" doko des;i ka? you say "th i sis the p I ace," koko 
desJi or "this place, please," koko o-negai shimas7i. Listen 
and repeat! 

Koko des0. 

Koko o-negai shimas0. 

3. When for some reason a cabdriver does not want to take 
you, he wi II say dame. Listen: 

Dame. 

He may say dame twice--dame~ dame. Listen: 

Dame, dame. 

Or he may say dame desJi. Listen: 

Dame des0. 

The key word in the cabdriver's refusal is dame, said once, 
dame, or twice, dame dame, or with des7i~ dame de8~. Listen: 

Dame. 

Dame, dame. 

Dame des0. 

4. If a driver does not understand what you said or 
wants to make sure he understands, he may ask "huh? Where 
was that?" e? doko des)i kat Listen: 

E? Doko des~ ka? 

Or he may say "huh? What was that?" e? nan des)i ka ? 
Listen: 

E? Nan des~ ka? 
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Answer by repeating the name of the destination, with or 
without "p I ease," o-negai shimas7A.. For- examp Ie, "Camp lama," 
Zama Kyamp~tor "Camp lama, please," Zama Kyamp7A. o-negai shimas7A.. 

You have given your destination to the cabdriver, and he has 
turned to you and said "huh? Where was that?" e ? doko des7A. ka 

Answer by repeating the name of the destination, with or with
out "please," o-negai shimas7A.. (After hearing the Enql ish 
name for a destination, give your answer in Japanese.) 

Paradise Park Stadium 

The Electronics District 

Camp lama 

The Kokusai Theater 

Ueno Park 

5 • You h a vet 0 I d the d r i ve r "t he Imp e ria I P a I ace I pie as e, " 
Kyujo o-negai shimas~. The driver may ask for confirmation by 
say i ng "was that the I mper i a I Pa I ace?" Kyujo des7A. ka? Listen: 

Kyujo des~ ka? 

Or he may say "that's the Imperial Palac~,_isn't it?" or "that 
was the Imperial Palace, wasn't it?" Kyujo des7A. ne? Listen: 

Kyujo desk1 ne? 

If your answer is "yes," you say hai. Listen and repeat: 

h a i 

For "no," you say ie. Listen and repeat: 

i e 
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Aft e r you h a v e a n s w ere d "n 0," ie, rep eat the n am e 0 f you r 
destination, and add The word for "it's"--des;i._ For example, 
you tell the driver "Ueno Park, please," Ueno Koen o-negai 
8himas~. The driver then asks "that's the Imperial Palace, 
is.Q.'! it?" Kyujo de8~ ne? or "was that the I~erial Palace?" 
Kyujo des~ ka? You say "no, it's Ueno Park," 1-e, Ueno Koen 
de8~. Listen and repeat: 

Te, Ueno Koen des0. 

Now you wi I I hear four situations described. In each situation 
you have given the name of a destination. The driver asks 
you a question. Give the appropriate response in Japanese. 

You have asked to go to the Imperial Palace. 
DRIVER: Kyujo des0 ne? YOU: 

You have asked to go to the Sanno Hote I . 
DRIVER: Ueno Koen des0 ka? YOU: 

You have asked to go to the Meiji Shrine. 
DRIVER: Aklhabara des0 ne? YOU: 

You have as ked to go to the Kokusai Theater. 
DRIVER: Kok0sai Ge k i jo des0 ka? YOU: 

6. Some drivers may just repeat the name of the 
destination, with or without "huh?" e? If you say "Ueno Park, 
please," Uno Koen o-negai shimas;i, the driver may say "huh? 
Ueno Park?" e? Ueno Koen? Listen: 

E? Ueno Koen? 

You a n s w ere i the r "yes," ha i 0 r "n 0 ," i e • I f you ran s we r i s 
"no," you then give the correct destination followed by the 
word des-;i, ~i!.'s.fI For example, you say "the Imperial Palace, 
please." Kyujo o-negai shima8~, and the driver asks "huh? 
The Meij i Shrine?" ~? Meji Jingu? Then you say "no, it's the 
Imperial Palace ," ie, Kyujo des;i. Listen and repeat! 

Te, Kyujo des0. 
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7. Arriving at your destination, you may tell the 
cabdriver "this ;s the place," koko desi. Listen and repeat! 

Koko des0. 

Or the driver may ask "is this the place?" koko des~ ka:; 
Listen: 

Koko deski ka? 

Or he may poi nt to a bu i I ding or a gate and say" i s that the 
place?" soko des~ ka? Listen: 

For "yes," you say hai. 
repeat: 

Soko deskf ka? 

For "no," you say ie. Listen and 

hai 

i e 

If you have not quite reached your destination, but can see it, 
and the driver asks "is this the place?" koko des-i ka? you may 
say "no, it's over there," ie, asoko des-i. Listen and repeat: 

Te, asoko desk1. 

Or you may say "no, over there, please," ie, asoko o-negai 
shimasi. Listen and repeat: 

Te, asoko o-negai shimask1. 
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8. If the driver does not ask "is this the place?" 
koko des~ ka? he may say "i s th is okay?" koko de i des'P. ka ? 
Listen: 

Koko de i des~ ka? 

You mayan s w e r "yes," ha i 0 r "n 0 ." i e • W hen y 2. u a n s w e r "n 0 , " 

you may want to add either "it's over there," ie~ asoko desi, 
or" 0 v e r the r e, pie a s e ." i e ~ as 0 k 0 0 - neg a ish im a s 7i • Lis ten 
and repeat: 

Te, asoko des0. 

Te, asoko o-negai shimas0. 

9. If you are stopped at a traffic I ight near your 
destination or would I ike to get out somewhere along the way, 
you say "this is okay," koko de i des1i. Listen and repeat: 

Koko de T des0. 

10. When you are getting out of the cab after having 
paid your fare, say "thank you," domo. Listen and repeat: 

Domo. 
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5. DIALOGUES 

I. An American gets into a cab and gives directions to 
the driver. 

A: Ueno Keen o-negai shimas0. Ueno Park, please. 

J : E? Doko desJ6 ka? Huh? Where was that? 

A: Ueno Keen o-negai shimas0. Ueno Park, please. 

J : Ueno Keen desld ne? That was Ueno Park, wasn't 

A: H a i . Yes. 

2. An American shows the cabdriver a picture of his 
destination on a postcard. 

A: Koko o-negai shimasJ6. 

J: E? Koko des~ ka? Dame 
desra. 

This place, please. 

Huh? This place? No! 

The American then shows the postcard to another cabdriver. 

This place, please. 

it? 

A: Koko o-nega i sh i mas0. 

J: Meji Jingu des0 ne? That's the Meiji Shrine, isn't it? 

A: Ha i . Yes. 

A : Ko ko de ide s 0 • This is okay. 
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3. An Amer i can te I J s the cabdr i ver her dest i nat i on. 

A: Sanna Hoteru o-negai 
shimas0. 

J: E? Nan desk1 ka? 

A: San nO' Hoteru. 

J: E? Sanna Hoteru? 
Dame, dame. 

The Sanno Hotel, please. 

Huh? What was that? 

The Sanno Hotel. 

Huh? The Sanno Hotel? 
No! No! 

The American asks another cabdriver. 

A: Sanna Hoteru o-negai 
shimasld. 

J: E? Doko des0 ka? 

A: Sanna Hoteru desld. 

A: Koko des0. 

The Sanno Hote I, P I ease. 

Huh? Where was that? 

The Sanno Hotel. 

This is the place. 

4. An American points to a picture of his destination. 

A: Koko o-negai shimas0. 

J: E? Doko des0 ka? Kyujo 
deski ne? 

A: Ha j • 

J: Koko de i des0 ka? 

A: H a i . 
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Huh? Where's that? That's 
the Imperial Palace, isn't it? 

Yes. 

Is this okay? 

Yes. 
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5. An American points to her destination on a map. 

A: Koko o-negai shimas~. This place, please. 

J: E? Nan des~ ka? Huh? What's that? 

The cabdriver looks at the map. 

J: Koko des0 ka? Dame, dame. This place? No! No! 

The American shows the map to another cabdriver. 

A: Koko o-negai shimas0. This place, please. 

J: E? Nan des0 ka? Huh? What's that? 

A: Koko des0. This is the place. 

J : Ha i . Yes, ma'am. 

6. An American tells the cabdriver his destination. 

A: Korakt1-en S!4taj i amu 
o-negai shimaski. 

J: E? Nan des0 ka? 

A: Korakt1-en Skitajiamu. 

J: Korakki-en S~tajiamu deski 
ne? 

A: Ha i . 

J: Koko de i dest1 ka? 

A: Hai. 
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Huh? What was that? 

Paradise Park Stadium. 

That was Paradise Park Stadium, 
wasn't it? 

Yes. 

Is this okay? 

Yes. 
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7. An American tells the cabdriver her destination. 

A: Aklhabara o-negai shimas~. The Electronics District, please. 

J: E? Aklhabara des~ ka? 

A: Ha i . 

J: Koko de i des~ ka? 

A: H a i . 

Huh? Was that the Electronics 
District? 

Yes. 

Is this okay? 

Yes. 

8. A cabdriver asks an American where he wants to go. 

J: Doko des~ ka? 

A: Kok~sai Gekijo o-negai 
shimas~. 

J: E? Nan des~ ka? 

A: Kok~sai Gekijo. 

J: Dame, dame. 

Where to? 

The Kokusai Theater, please. 

Huh? What was that? 

The Kokusai Theater. 

No! No! 

The American approaches another cabdriver. 

A: Kok~sai Gekijo o-negai 
shimas~. 

J : H a i . 

J: Koko de i des~ ka? 

A: Ha i . 
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9. A cabdriver asks an American where she wants to go. 

J: Doko des~ ka? 

A: Ginza Yon-cherne o-negai 
shimaskf. 

J: Ginza Yon-cherne? 

A: Hai. 

A: Ko ko de ide s ~ • 

Where to? 

The Ginza, please. 

The Ginza? 

Yes. 

This is okay. 

10. An American shows a map to the cabdriver and points 
to his destination. 

A: Koko o-negai shimas~. This place, please. 

J: E? Doko des~ ka? Huh? Where's that? 

A: Koko des~. Here. 

J: Koko de i deski ka? Is this okay? 

A: Ha i . Yes. 
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I I. An American points to her destination on a map. 

A: Koko o-negai shimas~. This place, please. 

J : E? Doko des0 ka? Huh? Where was that? 
Aklhabara? Akihabara? 

A: Te, koko des0. No. This i s the place. 

J : Ueno Koen des~ ne? That's Ueno Park, isn't it? 

A: Ha i • Yes. 

J: Koko de i des~ ka? Is this okay? 

A: Hai. Domo. Yes. Than k you. 

12. An American tells the cabdriver her destination. 

A: The Meiji Shrine, please. 

J: E? Doko des0 ka? 

A: 

J: Meji Jingu des~ ne? 

A: 

A: 
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Huh? Where was that? 

The Meiji Shrine. 

That was the Meiji Shrine, 
wasn't it? 

Yes. 

This is okay. 
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I 3. An American tells a cabdriver his destination. 

A: 

J: E? Nan des~ ka? 
Kyujo? 

A: 

J: Koko de i des~ ka? 

A: 

14. A cabdriver asks an 

J : Doko des~ ka? 

A: 

J : E? 

A: 

J : Sanno Hoteru desti ka? 

A: 

A: 

The Imperial Palace, please. 

Huh? What was that? 
The Imperial Palace? 

Yes. 

Is this okay? 

Yes. 

American where she wants to go. 

Where to? 

The Sanno Hote I , please .. 

Huh? 

The Sanno Hote I • 

Was that the Sanno Hotel? 

Yes. 

This is the place .. 
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15. An American te I Is a cabdriver his destination. 

A: The Electronics District, please. 

J : E? Huh? 

A: The Electronics District. 

J : Dame. No! 

The American approaches another cabdriver. 

Where to? J: Doko des~ ka? 

A: 

J: E? Aklhabara? 

A: 

The Electronics District, please. 

Huh? Akihabara? 

Yes. 

J: Koko des~ ka? This place? 

A: Yes. 

16. An American tells a cabdriver her destination. 

A: The Ginza, please. 

J: Ginza Yon-chome des~ ka? 

A: 

J: Dame, dame. 

Was that the Ginza? 

Yes. 

No! No! 

The American approaches another cabdriver. 

A: 

J: Ginza Yon-chome des~ ne? 

A: 
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The Ginza, please. 

That was the Ginza, wasn't it? 

Yes. 
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J: Koko de i des~ ka? Is this okay? 

A: Yes. 

17. An American tells the cabdriver his destination. 

A: Camp Zama, please. 

J: E? Doko des~ ka? 

A: 

J: Koko des~ ka? 

A: 

J: Koko de i des~ ka? 

A: 

18. An American tells 

A: 

J : E? Nan des~ ka? 

A: 

J : H a i • 

her 
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Huh? Where was that? 

Camp Zama. 

This place? 

No, it's over there. 

Is this okay? 

Yes, thank you. 

destination. 

The Meiji Shrine, please. 

Huh? What was that? 

The Meiji Shrine, please. 

Yes, ma'am. 



TAXIS 

J: Koko de i des~ ka? 

A: 

J : H a i . 

J: Koko des~ ne? 

A: 

PART 5 

Is this okay? 

No, that place over there, please. 

Yes, ma'am. 

This is the place, isn't it? 

Yes. 

19. An American tells the cabdriver his destination. 

A: Camp Zama, please. 

J: Zama Kyamp~ des~ ne? 

A: 

J: Soko des~ ka? 

A: 

J: Koko des~ ne? 

A: 
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That was Camp Zama, wasn't It? 

Yes. 

That place? 

No, it's over there. 

This is the place, isn't it? 

Yes, thank you. 
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20. An American points to her destination on a map. 

A: This place, please. 

J: Doko des~ ka? Koko des~ 
ka? 

A: 

J: Koko de i des~ ka? 

A: 

A: 

21 • A cabdriver asks an 

J : Doko des~ ka? 

A: 

J : E? Doko des~ ka? 

A: 

J: Asoko des~ ne? 

A: 

Where was that? This place? 

Yes. 

Is this okay? 

No, that place over there, please. 

Thank you. 

American where he wants to go. 

Where to? 

Camp Zama, please. 

Huh? Where was that? 

Camp Zama. 

It's over there, isn't it? 

Yes. Thank you. 
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6. SELF-EVALUATION QUIZ 

Section I 

You wi I I hear lOs i tuat ions. Respond to each in Japanese. 
After you respond, the correct answer wi II be heard on the 
tape. On a separate piece of paper, keep track of which items 
you miss and which you answer correctly. 

Section 2 

You wi I I hear 20 sentences in Japanese. Se I ect the correct 
Engl ish equivalent for each from the three choices provided 
and write A, B, or C on a separate piece of paper. After you 
finish this section, check your answers with the key. 

I • A . What was it? 
B • Where to? 
C . I s this the place? 

2. A . That was the Imperial Palace, wasn't it? 
B • That was the Meiji Shrine, wasn't it? 
C . That was the Sanno Hote I , wasn't it? 

3. A • Huh? Was this the place? 
B. Huh? Where was that? 
C · Huh? What was that? 

4. A . That was the Electronics District, wasn't it? 
B • That was Camp Zama, wasn't it? 
C . That was the Kokusai Theater, wasn't it? 

5. A · Is that the place? 
B • This is the place, Isn't it? 
C · Is this okay? 

6. A. That was Ueno Park, wasn't it? 
B. That was the Ginza, wasn't it? 
C . That was the Me i j i Shrine, wasn't it? 
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7 • A. Huh? 
B. Huh? 
C. Huh? 

Was this the place? 
Where was that? 
What was that? 

8. A. That was Camp Zama, wasn't it? 
B. That was Paradise Park Stadium, wasn't it? 
C. That was the Sanno Hotel, wasn't it? 

9. A. Is this the place? 
B. Is that the place? 
C. It's over there, isn't it? 

10. A. That was the Kokusai Theater, wasn't it? 
B. That was the Imperial Palace, wasn't it? 
C. That was the Electronics District, wasn't it? 

I I. A. I s that the p I ace? 
B. This is the place, isn't it? 
C. Is this okay? 

12. A. That was Paradise Park Stadium, wasn't it? 
B. That was the Ginza, wasn't it? 
C. That was the Electronics District, wasn't it? 

13. A. Where was it? Is this the place? 
B. Where was it? Is that the place? 
C. Huh? Where was that? 

14. A. That was the Sanno Hotel, wasn't it? 
B. That was the Imperial Palace, wasn't it? 
C. That was the Ginza, wasn't it? 

15. A. Is this the place? 
B. Tbis is the place, isn't it? 
C. It's over there, isn't it? 

16. A. That was Ueno Park, wasn't it? 

I 7 • 

18. 

B. that was the Meiji Shrine, wasn't it? 
C. That was Paradise Park Stadium, wasn't it? 

A. Huh? 
B. Huh? 
C. Huh? 

A. Huh? 
B. Huh? 
C. Huh? 

The Electronics District? 
The Meiji Shrine? No! 
Camp Zama? No! 

Was that the Sanno Hotel? 

No! 

Where was that? The Imperial Palace? 
What was that? Paradise Park Stadium? 
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19. A . Huh? Where was that? No! 
B . Huh? Was this the place? No! 
e . Huh? What was that? No! 

20. A . Huh? Was that the Ginza? 
B . Huh? Was that Ueno Park? 
e . Huh? Was that the Kokusai Theater? 

Ke~ to Section 2 

I . B 6. A I I • B I 6. B 

2. A 7 . B 12. A I 7 • e 
3. e 8. e I 3. A 18. e 
4. A 9. B 14. e 19. B 

5 • e 10. A 15. C 20. A 
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7. REVIEW AND REMEDIATION 

If you missed any items on the quiz, review the Fluency 
Dri lis indicated below. 

If you missed more than two items in Section I or more 
than four items in Section 2, it would be a good idea to 
review the entire Dialogue section. Once you have reviewed 
the recommended exercises, take the Supplementary Self-evaluation 
Quiz, Part 8. 

If you missed two items or fewer in Section I and four 
items or fewer in Section 2, you may go on to another module 
without taking the Supplementary Self-evaluation Quiz. 

SECTION I SECTION 2 

If you missed you should you should 
item review dri II (s) 

If you missed 
item review drillCs) 

2 

2 I 2 5 

3 9 3 4 

4 7 , 8 4 5 , 

5 8 5 8 

6 10 6 5 , 

7 2 7 4, 6 

8 7 8 5, I 

9 8 9 7 

10 I 10 5, 

I I 5 

12 5 , 

13 2, 5 

14 5, 

15 5 , 7 

16 5 , 

17 3, 

18 4, 6, 

19 3, 5 , 6 

20 5, 6, I 
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8. SUPPLEMENTARY SELF-EVALUATION QUIZ 

Section I 

You wi II hear 10 situations. Respond to each in Japanese. 
After you respond, the correct answer wi 1 1 be heard on the tape. 

Section 2 

You wi I I hear a conversation involving an American and 
two cabdrivers. On a separate piece of paper, translate the 
entire conversation into Engl ish, stopping the tape whenever 
you need to. When you have finished, check your translation 
with the key. 

Key to Section 2 

A: This place, please. 
J : Huh? Where was that? 

This place? No! No! 

A: This place, please. 
J : Huh? What was that? 
A : This i s the place. 

J : Is this okay? 
A: No, over there, please. 

A: This is the place. Thank you. 
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9. ADDITIONAL VOCABULARY 

Here is a short I ist of words and phrases that can be 
used in the situations covered in this module. You wi I I NOT 
be tested on these new words. To show you how they are used, 
we have provided some example sentences. Both the words and 
the sentences are on the tape to help you with pronunciation 
and to give you practice listening to them. 

Sumimasen. Mo ichido 
itte kudasai. 

ikura? 

Ikura deski ka? 

takkishT noriba 

TakkishT noriba doko 
deski ka? 

Excuse me. Please say that 
again. 

how much? 

How much is it? 

taxi stand 

Where is the taxi stand? 
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I. OBJECTIVES 

MODULE 8 
PRICES 

Upon completion of this module you will be able to 

I. get the attention of the salesclerk; 

2. understand the expression "what can I do for you?" and 

a. ask to purchase an item or 

b. ask for the price of an item; 

3. ask for the number of items you want; 

4. ask for the price of the number of items you want; 

5. understand such questions as "this one, right?" and 
"which one?" and give the correct response <nno, it's 
that one," "it's that one over there," and so forth); 

6. understand prices between 10 yen and 99,990 yen 
(numbers in the tens and hundreds rounded off to the 
nearest ten; those in the thousands and tens of 
thousands, to the nearest hundred); 

7. understand such pri ces as "two for 70 yen"; 

8. understand the expression "what did you say?" and 
repeat a statement or question; 

9. understand the various ways of saying "thank you" and 
give the appropriate response; 

10. use the appropriate expression when you wish to leave 
without making a purchase. 
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Fish, fruit, and meat are often sold by weight. For example, 
tangerines may be sold for ¥80 per 100 grams <.22 lb.); if you 
want six of them, you should ask for the price of six. Some 
f ru its, such as app I es and pears, are usua I I Y d i sp I ayed as a 
pi Ie of four or five, and the sign would indicate the price 
for a pile. 
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At a travel agency in Japan, Americans ask about vacation 
prices and train schedules 
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PRICES PART 2 

2. VOCABULARY 

The system of writing Japanese used in this course is 
ca I I ed the Hepburn system. Pronunc i at i on of most of the 
letters presents no difficulty to an American. Those letters 
or combinations of letters considered difficult to pronounce 
wi I I be explained in this section of the modules. 

In Module 8 you may have difficulty with the following: 

I. When double letters appear in a Japanese word, as 
in mittsi, the sound is repeated. Think of double letters 
as having a hyphen between them and pronounce both letters 
distinctly. Listen: 

sam-man rop-pyakki has-sen mit-tski 

2. When i and u are written with a slash mark through 
them, they are slurred, or barely pronounced. Listen: 

gozaimashlta hltotski fkitats!& 

3. The letters marked with a bar, ~, 0, and u, 
are pronounced longer than ones without a bar. Listen: 

Te arigato domo ju kyu 

4. The letter g in the middle of a word is pronounced 
like the ng in "sing" by natives of Tokyo. Listen: 

arigato 
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i ch i I 
n i 2 
san 3 
yon 4 
go 5 
rok~ 6 
nana 7 
hachi 8 
kyu 9 

j u 10 
ni-ju_ 20 
san-j~ 30 
yon-lu 40 
go-ju 50 
rok~-j~ 60 
nana-ju 70 
hachi-ju 80 
kyu-ju 90 

hyak0 100 
ni-hyak~ 200 
sam-byak~ 300 
yon-hyak~ 400 
go-hyak~ 500 
rop-pyak0 600 
nana-hyak~ 700 
haE.-pyak~ 800 
kyu-hyak~ 900 

sen 1,000 
ni-sen 2,000 
san-zen 3,000 
yon-sen 4,000 
go-sen 5,000 
rok~-sen 6,000 
nan a-sen 7,000 
has-sen 8,000 
kyu-sen 9,000 

ichi-man 10,000 
ni-man 20 , 000 
sam-man 30,000 
yom-man 40,000 
go-man 50,000 
rok0-man 60,000 
nana-man 70,000 
hachi-man 80,000 
kyu-man 90,000 
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sumimasen 

desl:i 
desl:i ka? 
nan desl:i ka? 

ikura desl:i ka? 

kore 

sore 

are 

dore? 

kore desl:i ka? 
sore desl:i ka? 
are des0 ka? 
dore des0 ka? 

des0 ne? 
kore des0 ne? 
sore des0 ne? 
are des0 ne? 

hai 
i e 
iya 

kudasai 

domo 
domo arigato 
domo arigato gozaimashlta 
arigato 
arigato gozaimashlta 

hltots0 
f0tats0 
mitts0 
f0tats0 de 
mitts0 de 

en 

90 

excuse me 

is; are 
is it? 

PART 2 

what is it?/what can I do for 
you?/what did you say? 

how much is it?/how much does 
it cost? 

this one 

that one 

that one over there 

which one? 

(is it) this one? 
(is it) that one? 
(is it) that one over there? 
which one(is it)? 

isn't it?/isn't that right? 
this one, right? 
that one, right? 
that one over there, right? 

yes; yes, sir; yes, ma'am 
no 
no 

please give me 

thank you 
thank you 
thank you 
thank you 
thank you 

one 
two 
three 
for two 
for three 

yen 



PRICES PART 3 

3. NOTES 

.1. In this module you will continue to learn the 

number system which was first introduced in Module 6, 

Subways and Trains. 

2. The greatest difference between the Eng Ii sh and 

Japanese number systems is the use of man "ten thousand" 

in Japanese. This single word is combined with the 

numbers I through 9 to form the words for "ten thousand" 

through "ninety thousand." Where we say "twenty thousand" 

in Eng I ish, the Japanese say "two ten thou sand s." 
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4. FLUENCY DRILLS 

In this section, when you are asked to say something, 
speak loudly and clearly, and try hard to pronounce the words 
as the speaker does on the tape. After you have given your 
response, you wi I I hear the correct version. 

I. To get the salesclerk's attention, you say "excuse me," 
sumimasen. Listen and repeat: 

sumimasen 

2. After you have said "excuse me," sumimasen, the clerk 
w i I I say " yes, sir," ha i . Lis ten : 

hai 

The clerk may then ask "what can 
Listen: 

do for you?" nan des7d ka? 

nan des~ ka? 

3. "How much?" is ikura? Listen and repeat; 

ikura 

"How much is it?" is ikura des~ ka? Listen and repeat: 

Ikura des~ ka? 

"How much i s this one?" i s kore ikura desri ka? Listen and 
repeat: 

Kore ikura des0 ka? 

"How much i s that one?" i s sore ikura des7d ka? Listen and 
repeat: 

Sore ikura des0 ka? 

And "how much is that one over there?" is are ikura des~ ka? 
Listen and repeat: 

Are ikura des~ ka? 
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4. In questions such as "How much for one?" "How much 
for two?" and "How much for three?" the numbers I, 2, and 3 
are--"one," h;itots'Ji. Listen and repeat: 

"Two," f'Jitats'i. 

"Three," mitts'i. 

hltots0 

Listen and repeat! 

f0tats0 

Listen and repeat: 

mitts0 

To ask tlHow much for one?" you say h-,ltots,i ikura desfi ka? 
Listen and repeat: 

Hltots0 ikura des0 ka? 

To ask" How much for two?" or "How much for three?" you have 
to add the word de after the number. To ask "How much for 
two?" you say f'itats,d. de ikura des,d. ka? Listen and repeat: 

F0tats0 de ikura des0 ka? 

And to ask "How much for three?" you say mitts,d. de ikura des,d. 
ka? Listen and repeat: 

Mitts0 de ikura des0 ka? 

I f you want to ask" How much is one of these?" you say kore 
httots~ ikura des'i ka? Listen and repeat: 

Kore hltots0 ikura des0 ka? 

And if you want to ask "How much for two of those?" you say 
sore f~tats~ de ikura desi ka? Listen and repeat: 

Sore f0tats0 de ikura des0 ka? 

And if you want to ask "How much for three of those over 
there?" you say are mittsi de ikura des,d. ka? Listen and 
repeat: 

Are mitts0 de ikura des0 ka? 
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5. I f you have asked questions such as II How much is 
th is one?lf kore ikura des'Ji ka? or "How much is that one?" 
sore ikura des'Ji ka? or II How much is that one over there?" 
are ikura des'Ji ka? and the clerk has not understood which 
item you mean, he wi II say "Which one is it?" dore des'Ji ka? 
Listen: 

Dore des0 ka? 

At this point you should either hold up the item or point to 
it in such a way that the clerk knows which one you are 
referring to. 

6. If you have asked "How much is this one?" kore ikura 
des'Ji ka? and the clerk is not sure which item you mean, he 
wi I I ask" lsi t that one?" sore des;i ka? Listen: 

Sore des0 ka? 

Notice that you asked your question with kore and the clerk 
answered with sore. If you had asked "How much is that one?" 
sore ikura des'Ji ka? the clerk would have answered "This one, 
right?" kore des;i ne? In this last example, you used sore 
to ask your question, and the clerk repl ied with kore. 

7. If the clerk has not understood what you said, he wi I I 
ask "What did you say?" nan des'Ji ka? Listen: 

Nan des0 ka? 

You should then repeat what you said. For example, if you 
said kore ikura des'Ji ka? and the clerk asks nan desi ka? 
you repeat your question: Kore ikura des;i ka? 
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8. The clerk has asked you "Is it this one?" kope des~ 
ka? or "That one, right?" sore des'Ji ne? To answer "Yes," 
you say hai. Listen and repeat: 

hai 

Or you may say "Yes, it's th is one," hai3 kope desJi or "Yes, 
it's that one," hai3 sope des~. Listen and repeat! 

Hai, kore des0. 

Hai, sore des0. 

For "No," you say ie. listen and repeat: 

ie 

Or you may want to say "No, it's th i s one," ie~ kope deS7A.3 
or iya~ kope des7A.3 or "No, it's that one," ie3 sope desJi, or 
iya3 sope desi. Listen and repeat: 

Te, kore des0. 

Iya, sore des0. 

9. You have already learned the numbers 10 through 90 
in the module about subways and trains. In this dri I I, for 
review, you wi II hear the numbers again. Follow in your 
book as the numbers are read on the tape. 

ju 10 

ni-ju 20 

san-ju 30 

yon-ju 40 

go-ju 50 

rOk0-ju 60 

nana-ju 70 

hachi-ju 80 

kyu-ju 90 

Now you wi I I hear the numbers in scramb I ed order. After 
I istening to each number, give the Engl ish equivalent. 
You wi II then hear the correct version. 
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10. Go-ju is "fifty." To say "it's 50 yen," you add the 
words en des'J:i to the number. Go-iii en des'J:i is "it's 50 yen." 
Listen: 

Go-ju en des0. 

And II it's 70 yen" is nana-ju en des7d. Listen: 

Nana-ju en des0. 

Now you wi I I hear the tens in prices. That means we wi I I add 
the words en des7d after the numbers. After hearing each 
price, give the Engl ish equivalent. Then you wi II hear the 
correct version. 

I I. In the module about subways and trains, you learned 
the words for "one hundred," hyakn~ "two hundred," ni-hyakn~ 
"three hundred," sam-byak1i~ and "four hundred," yon-h¥rakn. 
Now J i sten to the numbers for "f i ve hundred" through 'n i ne 
hundred," and follow in your book. 

go-hyak0 500 

rop-pyak0 600 

nana-hyak0 700 

hap-pyak0 800 

kyu-hyak0 900 

Note that with "one hundred" you Just say hyak7i--you don't 
add a word for "one." For "three hundred" the n of san 
becomes m~ and the h of hyakn becomes b. For "six hundred" 
and "eight hundred" the h of hyak7i becomes p; "six," rokn~ 
becomes rop; and "eight," haahi~ becomes hap. 

Now you wi I I hear the numbers 100 through 900 in scramb led 
order. Give the Engl ish equivalents. You wi II then hear the 
correct versions. 
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PRICES PART 4 

12. Now you wi I I hear the hundreds in prices. That means 
that the word s en des~ wi I I fo I low each number. For examp Ie, 
"it's one hundred yen" is hyaki en desi. After hearing each 
Japanese price, give the Engl ish equivalent. Then you wi II 
hear the correct version. 

13. Now you wi I I hear prices in the hundreds with the 
words "ten" through "ninety" added. _For example, "it's two 
hundred forty yen" is ni-hyaki yon-ju en des~. After hearing 
each sentence, give the English equivalent. Then you will 
hear the correct version. 

14. The word for "one thousand" is sen. Listen and repeat: 

sen 

Listen to "one thousand" through "nine thousand": 

sen I ,000 

ni-sen 2,000 

san-zen 3,000 
(NOTICE THAT THE B OF sen BECOMES z. ) 
yon-sen 4,000 

go-sen 5,000 

rok~-sen 6,000 

nana-sen 7,000 

has-sen 8,000 
(NOTICE THAT hachi BECOMES has. ) 

kyu-sen 9,000 

The numbers 1,000 through 9,000 wi I I be repeated. This time 
repeat the word after hear i ng it. You wi I I then hear the 
correct Japanese. 

Now you wi I I hear the thousands in scrambled order. After 
Listening to the Japanese, give the Engl ish equivalent. 
Then you wi I I hear the correct version. 

Now you wi I I hear the thousands in prices; that is, with the 
words en des~ added to them. After each Japanese price, 
give the Engl ish equivalent. Then you wi II hear the correct 
version. 
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PRICES PART 4 

15. In all number combinations, as you learned in the 
module about subways and trains, the smaller numbers are 
simply added to the larger numbers as in Engl ish. For example, 
4,300 yen is yon-sen sam-byak7d en. Now you wi II hear thousands 
combined with hundreds in prices. After hearing the Japanese, 
give the Engl ish equivalent. You wi II then hear the correct 
version. 

16. 
Listen 

se has a single word for "ten thousand," man. 
at: 

man 

But man cannot be used alone to mean "ten thousand." It must 
be preceded by iehi, "one." Iehi-man is "ten thousand." 
Listen and repeat: 

ichi-man 

For "it's 10,000 yen," you say iehi-man en des7d. 
"ten thousand" through "ninety thousand": 

ichi-man 10,000 

ni-man 20,000 

sam-man 30,000 
(NOTICE THAT THE n of san BECOMES 

yom-man 40,000 
(NOTICE THAT THE n of yon BECOMES 

go-man 50,000 

rok0-man 60,000 

nana-man 70,000 

hachi-man 80,000 

kyu-man 90,000 

Listen to 

m. ) 

m. ) 

Now you wi II hear the ten thousands in prices. After 
listening to the Japanese, give the English equivalent. 
You wi II then hear the correct version. 
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17. When you are adding one thousand to ten thousand, 
the word for "one thousand" isis-sen. Listen: 

is-sen 

For "eleven thousand," you say iahi-man is-sen. And for 
"i t' s I 1,000 yen," you say iahi-man is-sen en des-,J.. For 
"twenty-one thousand," you say ni-man is-sen. And for 
"thirty-one thousand," you say sam-man is-sen. 

Now you wi I I hear prices which consist of ten thousands 
combined with thousands. After each price, give the 
Engl ish equivalent. You wi II then hear the correct 
version. 

18. Now you wi I I hear prices consisting of ten thousands, 
thousands, and hundreds. For examp Ie, "it's twe I ve thousand 
three hundred yen" is iahi-man ni-sen sam-byak-,J. en des-,J.. 
After hearing each price in Japanese, give the Eng\ ish 
equivalent. You wi II then hear the correct version in Engl ish. 

19. If you want to buy something, you say "Please give 
me this one," kore kudasai. Listen and repeat: 

Ko r e k u d a sa i • 

For" P I ease give me that one," you say sore kudasai. 
and repeat: 

Sore kudasai. 

And for "Please give me that one over there," you say 
are kudasai. Listen and repeat: 

Are kudasa i. 
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20. 
h:ltots-d. 

I f you want one of someth i ng, the word for "one" is 
Listen and repeat: 

hltots~ 

For "one of these," you say kore h:ltots7J. 

kore hltots0 

Listen and repeat: 

And for "P I ease give me one of these," you say kore hitots7J 
kudasai. Listen and repeat: 

Kore hltots0 kudasai. 

I f you want two of someth i ng, the word for "two:! is f'itats-i. 
Listen and repeat: 

f0tats~ 

For "Please give me two of these," you say kore f7Jtatspi kudasai. 
Listen and repeat: 

Kore f0tats0 kudasai. 

And to say "Please give me three of these,1I you substitute the 
w 0 r d mit t s J4. , " t h r e e ," for f'li tat s 7i • So for "P I e a s e g i ve me 
three of these," you say kore mittsn kudasa1·. 

You maya I so use the words sore" "that one," and are" "that 
one over there," with h;ltots-;4. kudasai" ftitatsJi kudasai" and 
mitts7i kudasai. 

Now you wi II hear five Engl ish sentences. After listening 
to each sentence, give the Japanese equivalent. Then you 
wi I I hear the correct version. 
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21. I f you ask "How much for two of these?" kore f~tats~ 
de ikura des~ ka? or "How much for three of those?" sore mitts1i 
de ikura des1i ka? you wi I I get answers like" It's 500 yen for 
iwo," f~tats~ de go-kyak-,i en des-,i or "It's 500 yen for three." 
mitts~ de go-hyak~ en des~. 

You wi I I hear five Japanese sentences in which the prices are 
given for two or three of an item. After I istening to each 
sentence, give the Eng Ii sh equ i va lent. Then you wi I I hear 
the correct version. 

22. After you have paid, the clerk wi I I thank you by 
using any of the following expressions, all of which mean 
"thank you." Listen: 

arigato OR 

domo arigato OR 

arigato gozaimashlta OR 

domo arigato gozaimashlta 

YQur response to any of these ways of saying "thank you" is 
domo. Listen and repeat: 

domo 

23. In Dri II 22 you learned that after you_have paid 
and the clerk h~s thanked_you by saying arigato go~aimashtta 
or arigato or domo arigato gozaimashtta, you say domo, "thank 
you." Domo is the appropriate thing to say even if you .b..ave 
bought nothing. On your way out of the store, you say domo. 
Listen and repeat: 

domo 
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5. DIALOGUES 

I • 
A: Sumimasen. 

J: Ha i . 

A: Kore ikura des~ ka? 

J: Ni-sen en des~. 

A: Kore kudasai. 

J: Hai. Arigato gozai
mashlta. 

2 . 
A: Sumimasen. 

J: Hai. Nan des~ ka? 

A: Sore ikura des~ ka? 

J: San-zen rop-pyak~ en 
des~. 

A: Sore ikura des~ ka? 

J: Kore des~ ka? Kore 
ni-sen sam-byak~ en 
des~. 

A: Sore kudasai. 

J: Hai. Domo arigato 
gozaimashlta 

A: Domo. 

PART 5 

Excuse me. 

Yes, sir. 

How much is this one? 

It's 2,000 yen. 

Please give me this one. 

Yes, sir. Thank you. 

Excuse me. 

Yes, sir. What can I do for you? 

How much is that one? 

It's 3,600 yen. 

How much is that one? 

Is it this one? This one is 
2,300 yen. 

Please give me that one. 

Yes, sir. Thank you. 

Thank you. 
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3. 
A: Sumimasen. Excuse me. 

J: Hai. Yes, malam. 

A: Are ikura des0 ka? How much is that one over there? 

J: Dare des0 ka? Which one is it? 

A: Are des0. [tts that one over there" 

J: Sam-man has-sen en des~. It's 38,000 yen. 

A: Are kudasai. Please give me that one over there. 

J: Hai. Arigato gozai
mashlta. 

A: Domo. 

4. 
A: Sumimasen. 

J : Ha i . 

A: Kore hltots0 ikura des~ 
ka? 

J: Sore hap-pyak0 nana-ju 
en des0. 

A: Kore f0tats0 kudasai. 

Yes, ma'am. Thank you. 

Thank you. 

Excuse me. 

Yes, si r. 

How much is one of these? 

That one is 870 yen. 

Please give me two of these. 

J: Hai. Domo arigato gozai- Yes, sir. Thank you. 
mashlta. 

A: Domo. Thank you. 
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5. 
A: Sumimasen. 

J : Ha i . 

A: Sore hltots~ ikura des~ 
ka? 

J: Kore des~ ka? 

A: Te, sore des~. 

J: Kore des~ ne? 

A: Hai, sore des0. 

J: Kore rop-pyak0 en des0. 

A: Sore mitts0 kudasai. 

J: Arigato gozaimashlta. 

A: Domo. 

6. 
A: 

J : 

A: 

J : 

A: 

Sumimasen. 

Ha i . 

Sore ikura des0 

Nan des~ ka? 

Sore ikura des~ 

ka? 

ka? 

PART 5 

Excuse me. 

Yes, sir. 

How much is one of those? 

Is it this one? 

No, it's that one. 

It's this one, right? 

Yes, it's that one. 

This one is 600 yen. 

Please give me three of those. 

Thank you. 

Thank you. 

Excuse me. 

Yes I sir. 

How much is that one? 

What did you say? 

How much i s that one? 

J: Nana-man san-zen en des0. It's 73,000 yen. 

A: Sore hltots~ kudasai. Please give me one of those. 

J: Hai. Domo arigato 
gozaimashlta. 

A: Domo. 
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7 . 
A: Sumimasen. Kore hltots~ 

ikura des~ ka? 

J: Kore des~ ne? 

A: Ha i . 

J : Kore i ch i-man is-sen 
en des~. 

A: Kore mitts~ kudasai. 

J: Hai. Domo arigato 
gozaimashlta. 

A: Domo. 

8. 
A: Sumimasen. Are hltots0 

ikura des~ ka? 

J: Are des~ ka? Ni-hyak~ 
ju en des~. 

A: Are mitts~ kudasai. 

J: Domo arigato gozai
mashYta. 

A: Domo. 
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PART 5 

Excuse me. 
these? 

How much is one of 

This one, right? 

Yes. 

This one is I 1,000 yen. 

Please give me three of these. 

Yes, sir. Thank you. 

Thank you. 

Excuse me. How much is one of 
those over there? 

Is it that one over there? 
It's 210 yen. 

Please give me three of those 
over there. 

Thank you. 

Thank you. 
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9 • 
A: Sumimasen. Sore ikura 

des~ ka? 

J : Dore des~ ka? Kore des~ 
ka? Go-hyak~ en des~. 

PART 5 

Excuse me. How much is that one? 

Which one is it? Is it this one? 
It's 500 yen. 

A: Mitts~ de ikura des~ ka? How much is it for three? 

J: Sen go-hyak~ en des~. It's 1,500 yen. 

A: Mitts~ kudasai. Please give me three. 

J: Hai. Demo arigato Yes, ma'am. Thank you. 
gozaimashlta. 

A: Demo. Thank you. 

10. 
A: Sumimasen. Are ikura 

des~ ka? 
Excuse 

one 
me. 

over 
How much is 

there? 
that 

J: Are des~ ka? Is it that one over there? 

A: Ha i . Yes. 

J: Nana-man go-sen en des~. It's 75,000 yen. 

A: Sore ikura des~ ka? How much is that one? 

J: Kore des~ ne? Kore rok~- This one, right? This one is 
man kyu-sen en des~. 69,000 yen. 

A: Sore hltots~ kudasai. Please give me one of those. 

J : Ha i . Demo arigato Yes, ma'am. Thank you. 
gozaimashlta. 

A: Demo. Thank you. 
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I I. 
A: Sumimasen. Kore ikura 

des0 ka? 

J : Sam-byak0 en des0. 

A: Kore f0tats0 kudasai. 

J : H a i . Arigato gozai-
mashlta. 

A: Domo. 

12. 
A: Sumimasen. Kore ikura 

des0 ka? 

J: Mitts0 de kyu-hyak0 en 
des0. 

A: Mitts0 kudasai. 

J: Hai. Domo arigato 
gozaimashlta. 

A: Domo. 

13. 
A: 

J: Rok0-man san-zen en des0. 

PART 5 

Excuse me. How much is th i s one? 

It's 300 yen. 

Please give me two of these. 

Yes, ma'am. Thank you. 

Thank you. 

Excuse me. How much is th is one? 

It's 900 yen for three. 

Please give me three. 

Yes, ma'am. Thank you. 

Thank you. 

Excuse me. How much is that one 
over there? 

A: How much is that one? 

J: Go-man has-sen en des0. 

A: Please give me one of those. 

J: Hai. Domo arigato 
gozaimashlta. 

A: Thank you. 
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14. 
A: Excuse me. How much is that one? 

J: Hai. Kore des0 ka? 

A: No, it's that one. 

J: Kore des0 ka? 

A: Yes. How much is that one? 

J: Hltots0 san-zen en des0. 

A: Please give me one. 

J: Hai. Arigato gozai
mashlta. 

A: Thank you. 

I 5 • 
A: 

J: Dore des0 ka? 

Excuse me. How much is this one? 

A: It's this one. 

J: Ichi-man is-sen en des0. 

A: Please give me this one. 

J: Arigato gozaimashlta. 

A: Thank you. 
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16. 
A: 

J: Kyu-sen hap-pyaku en des0. 

PART 5 

Excuse me. How much is th i s one? 

-------------------------------
A: Please give me three. 

J: Nan desl'.1 ka? 

A: Please give me three. 

J: Hai. Arigato gozai
mashlta. 

A: Thank you. 
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6. SELF-EVALUATION QUIZ 

Section I 

You wi II hear 10 situations. Respond to each in Japanese. 
After you respond, the correct answer wi I I be heard on the 
tape. On a separate piece of paper, keep track of which items 
you miss and which you answer correctly. 

Section 2 

You wi I I hear 20 sentences in Japanese. 5e I ect the 
correct Engl ish equivalent for each from the three choices 
provided, and write A, B, or C on a separate piece of paper. 
After you finish this section, check your answers with the key. 

I . A . It's ¥ I 10. 
B . It's ¥120. 
C . It's ¥210. 

2. A . It's ¥450. 
B . It's ¥570. 
C • It's ¥750. 

3. A . It's ¥260. 
B . It's ¥460. 
C . It's ¥640. 

4. A . It's ¥370. 
B . It's ¥470. 
C . It's ¥670. 

5. A . It's ¥3,600. 
B . It's ¥3,800. 
C. It's ¥4,600. 

6. A · It's ¥ I ,,900. 
B · It's ¥2,600. 
C · It's ¥2,900. 
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7 . A. It's ¥3,800. 
B. It's ¥4,800. 
C. It's ¥8,600. 

8. A. It's ¥I,200. 
B. It's ¥2,100. 
c· It's ¥3,200. 

9. A. It's ¥38,400. 
B. It's ¥56,100. 
C. It's ¥58,200. 

10. A· It's ¥67,300. 
B· It's ¥87,600. 
C· It's ¥94,800. 

I I . A. It's ¥13,500. 
B. It's ¥74,800. 
C. It's ¥83,600. 

12. A. It's ¥26,800. 
B. It's ¥35,600. 
C. It's ¥36,800. 

13. A. It's ¥17,700. 
B. It's ¥25,400. 
C. It's ¥49,300. 

14. A. It's ¥IOO for two. 
B. It's ¥160 for two. 
C. It's ¥200 for two. 

I 5 . A. It's ¥300 for three. 
B. It's ¥400 for three. 
C. It's ¥500 for three. 

16. A. What can I do for you? 
B. Which one is it? 
C. How much i s it? 

17. A. Is it this one? 
B. Is it that one? 
C. Is it that one over there? 

18. A. Please give me this one. 
B. Thank you. 
C· Excuse me. 

I I I 
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19. A, Is it this one? 
B. Which one i 5 it? 
C. Is i t that one? 

20. A. Is i t this one? 
B. That one, right? 
C. This one, right? 

Ke~ to Section 2 

1 • B 6. C I I. A 16. A 

2. C 7 . B 12. C 17. C 

3. B 8. A I 3. B 18. B 

4. A 9. C 1 4. C 19. B 

5. A 10. A I 5. B 20. C 
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7. REVIEW AND REMEDIATION 

If you missed any items on the quiz, review the Fluency 
Dri lis indicated below. 

If you missed more than two items in Section I or more 
than four items in Section 2, it would be a good idea to 
review the entire Dialogue section. Once you have reviewed 
the recommended exercises, take the Supplementary Self
evaluation Quiz, Part 8. 

If you missed two items or fewer in Section I and four 
items or fewer in Section 2, you may go on to another module 
without taking the Supplementary Self-evaluation Quiz. 

SECTION I 

If you missed 
item 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

you should 
review dri II 

3 

4 

7 

20 

5 

8 

3 

21 

22 

I' 3 

If you 
item 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

a 
9 

10 

I I 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

17 

18 

19 

20 

SECTION 2 

missed you should 
review dri II 

13 

13 

13 

13 

15 

15 

15 

15 

18 

18 

18 

18 

18 

4 

4 

2 

6 

21 

5 

6 
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8. SUPPLEMENTARY SELF-EVALUATION QUIZ 

Section I 

You wi I I hear eight situations. Respond to each in 
Japanese. After you respond, the correct answer wi I I be heard 
on the tape. 

Section 2 

You wi I I hear a conversation between an American and a 
salesclerk in a store. On a separate piece of paper, translate 
the entire conversation into Engl ish, stopping the tape when
ever you need to. When you have finished, check your trans
lation with the key. 

Key to Section 2 

American: Excuse me. 

Clerk: Yes, sir. 

American: How much is this one? 

Clerk: What did you say? 

American: How much is this one? 

Clerk: It's 25,000 yen. 

American: Please give me one of these, 

Clerk: Yes, sir. Thank you, 

American: Thank you. 
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9. ADDITIONAL VOCABULARY 

Here is a short I ist of words and phrases that can be 
used in the situations covered in this module. You wi II NOT 
be tested on these new words. To show you how they are used, 
example sentences have been provided. Both the words and the 
sentences are on the tape to help you with the pronunciation 
and to give you practice I istening to them. 

minna de 

Minna de ikura des0 ka? 

doru 

Kyo doru ikura des0 ka? 

o-tsuri 

O-tsu r i des0. 

Sumimasen. Mo ichido 
itte kudasai. 

ik0ts0? 

Ik0ts0 irimas0 ka? 

altogether 

How much is it altogether? 

do I I ar 

How much is the dollar today? 

change 

Here's the change. 

Excuse me. Please say that 
again. 

how many? 

How many do you want? 

The numbers from "four" through "ten" wh i ch are used like 
httot8~~ f~tat8~~ and mitt8~ are: 

yotts0 

its0ts0 

mutts0 

nanats0 

yatts0 

kokonots0 

to 

I 15 

four 

five 

six 

seven 

eight 

nine 

ten 



I. OBJECTIVES 

MODULE 9 
TIME 

Upon completion of this module you will be able to 

I. get the attent i on of a passerby verba I I y; 

2. ask what time it is; 

3. ask at what time this (train) arrives or departs; 

4. say "thank you"; 

5. ask at what time this (train) arrives at several 
stations in the Tokyo area; 

6. understand such rep I ies as 

a. "it's one o'clock" and "it's one-thirty," 

b. "it's around one-thirty," 

c. "it's five after six" and "it's five to SLX,If 

d . " i tie a v e s / a r r i v e sat I 0 : 0 2/ I I : 23 / I 2: 4 7 I " 

e. "in five minutes" and "in another five minutes," 

f. "in about five minutes more." 
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"What time does this one arrive at Yokohama?" 
Kope Yokohama ni nan-ji ni ts~kimas~ ka? 
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"What time does this one leave?" 
Kore nan-ji ni demasu ka? 
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T I tv1 E PART 2 ------------------------------------------------------------------

2. VOCABULARY 

The s y s t em 0 f w r i tin g J a pan e s e use din t his co u r s e i.s 
called the Hepburn system. Pronunciation of most of the 
letters presents no difficulty to an American. Those letters 
or combinations of letters considered difficult to pronounce 
wi I I be explained in this section of the modules. 

In Module 9 you may have difficulty with the following: 

I. The letter g in the middle of a word is pronounced 
like the ng in "sing" by natives of Tokyo. Listen: 

sugu sugu 

2. The letters marked with a bQr, 0 and u, are 
pronounced longer than ones without a bar. Listen: 

mo kyo ju kyu 

3. When double letters appear in a Japanese word, 
as in ip-pun, the sound is repeated. Think of double letters 
as having a hyphen between them and pronounce both letters 
distinctly. Listen: 

ip-pun rop-pun hap-pun jup-pun 

4. When i and u are written with a slash mark through 
them, they are slurred, or barely pronounced. Listen: 

ashlta shlchi ts~kimas~ demas~ 

5. When the letter n is the last letter in a word, it 
may sound somewhat I ike the ng in "sing." Listen: 

han i p-pun 
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ichi-ji 
n i - j i 
san-ji 
yo-ji 
go-ji 
rok0-ji 
shlchi-ji 
hachi-ji 
k~-ji 
j u- j i 
j~-ichi-ji 
ju-ni-ji 

ip-pun 
ni-fun 
sam-pun 
yom-pun 
go-fun 
rop-pun 
nana-fun 
hap-pun 
kyu-fun 
j~p-pun 
ju-ip-pun 
j~-ni-fun 
ju-sam-pun 
ju-yom-pun 
ju-go-fun 
ju-rop-pun 
ju-nana-fun 
ju-hap-pun 
jU-kyu-fun 
ni-jup-pun 
san-jup-pun 
yon-jup-pun 
go-jup-pun 

des0 
des0 ka? 
nan-j i des~ ka? 

ima 
ima nan-ji des~ ka? 

mae 

sugi 

han 

120 

one o'clock 
two o'clock 
three o'clock 
four o'clock 
five o'clock 
six o'clock 
seven o'clock 
eight o'clock 
nine o'clock 
ten o'clock 
eleven o'clock 
twelve o'clock 

one minute; :01 
two minutes; :02 
three minutes;- :03 
four minutes; --:04 
five minutes; :05 
six minutes; -:06 
seven minutes;- :07 
eight minutes; --:08 
nine minutes; -:09 
ten minutes; --: 10 
e Ie ve n min u te S; : I I 
twelve minutes; : 12 

PART 2 

thirteen minutes;- : 13 
fourteen minutes; : 14 
fifteen minutes; --: 15 
sixteen minutes; : 16 
seventeen minutes;- : 17 
eighteen minutes; --: 18 
nineteen minutes; :19 
twenty minutes; :20 
thirty minutes; :30 
forty minutes; --:40 
fifty minutes; :50 

is; w i I I be 
is it? 
what time is it? 

now 
what time is it now? 

before 

after 

half-past 



TIME 

kyo 

ashlta 

demas~ 
demas0 ka? 

n i 
nan-ji ni? 
nan-j i n i demas0 ka? 

ts0kimas0 

ts0kimas0 ka? 

nan-ji ni ts0kimas0 ka? 

Tokyo n i 
Tok yo n ina n - J I n i 

ts~kimas0 ka? 

de 
go-fun de 

mo 
mo go-fun de 

gurai 
mo go-fun gurai de 

goro 
ni-ji goro des0 
ni-JI goro ni demas0 
san-j i goro ni ts0kimas0 

kore 
kore nan-ji ni demas0 ka? 
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today 

tomorrow 

leave; we leave; it leaves 
do we leave?/does it leave? 

at; in 
at what time? 
at what time do we leave? 

get there; arrive; 
we get there; it arrives 

do we get there?/ 
does it arrive? 

at what time do we get there? 

at Tokyo 
at what time does it 

arrive at Tokyo? 

i n 
in five minutes 

more; another 
in five more minutes; 

in another five minutes 

about 
in about another five minutes 

about; around 
it's about two o'clock 
we leave at around two o'clock 
we arrive at around three 

o'clock. 

this; this one 
at what time does this leave? 



TIME PART 3 

3. NOTES 

I. I n both Japanese and Eng Ii sh, there is more than one 
way to express the same time of day. For example, we may say 
" it' s f i v e aft e ron e " 0 r "i t t s I: 0 5 ," and "i t 's f i vet 0 two ,t 
or "it's I :55." In this module, you wi II learn the Japanese 
equivalents of these variations. 

2. For time expressions, the Japanese make some use of 
the mi I itary twenty-four-hour system. It is used for train 
and bus schedules but is rarely heard in conversation. 

This train schedule I ists the hours of departure in the center 
column, with the minutes on either side 
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TIME PART 4 

4. FLUENCY DRILLS 

In this section, when you are asked to say something, 
speak loudly and clearly, and try hard to pronounce the words 
as the speaker does on the tape. After you have given your 
response, you wi I I hear the correct version. 

I. You wi II hear Japanese phrases which mean "one o'clock" 
through "twelve o'clock." Each phrase consists of a number 
and the word ji "o'clock." Listen: 

ichi-ji 

ni-ji 

san-ji 

yo-ji 

go-ji 

rok0-ji 

shlchi-ji 

hachi-ji 

ku-ji 

ju-ji 

ju-ichi-ji 

ju-ni-ji 

one o'clock 

two o'clock 

three o'clock 

four o'clock 

five o'clock 

six o'clock 

seven o'clock 

eight o'clock 

nine o'clock 

ten o'clock 

eleven o'clock 

twelve o'clock 

Now the phrases wi II be read again. This time I isten and 
repeat: 
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2. When you put the word des~ after the phrases for 
"one o'clock" and "two o'clock," you have sentences meaning 
"it's one o'clock" and "it's two o'clock." Ichi-ji is 
"one o'clock," and ichi-ji des7A. is "it's one o'clock." 
Ni-ji is "two o'clock," and ni-ji des7d. is "it's two o'clock." 
Listen: 

Ichi-ji des0. 

Ni-ji deski. 

San-j i deski. 

Yo-j i deski. 

Go-ji des0. 

Rokki-j i des0. 

Shlchi-ji des0. 

Hach i -j i des0. 

Ku-j i des0. 

Ju-j i des0. 

JU-ichi-ji deski. 

Ju-n i -j i des0. 

Now these ~entences wi I I be read again. This time I isten and 
repeat: 

These sentences wi I I be given again, in a scrambled order. 
After hearing each sentence, give the Engl ish equivalent. 
You wi II then hear the correct answer. 
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3. The word for "now" is ima. Listen and repeat: 

ima 

To say "it's one o'clock now," you place ima before ichi-ji 
des~--ima ichi-ji des~. Listen and repeat: 

Ima ichi-ji des0. 

For "it's two o'clock now," you say ima ni-ji des-p.. 
and repeat: 

Ima ni-ji des0. 

Listen 

Now you wi I I hear sentences like ichi-ji despi and ni-ji despi. 
After hearing each sentence, add the word ima. Then give the 
Eng Ii sh equ i va I ent of the Japanese. You wi I I then hear the 
correct answer. 

4. For "half-past," or "thirty minutes after," you add the 
word han after ji. For example, "it's half-past one," or 
"it's 1:30," is ichi-ji han des]i. Listen and repeat: 

Ichi-ji han des0. 

For "it's 5:30," or "it's half-past five," you say 
go-ji han des-p.. Listen and repeat: 

Go-j i han des0. 

Now you wi I I hear sentences like san-ji des". Add han to 
each. Then give the Engl ish equivalent. You wi II then hear 
the correct answer. 
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5. If you want to give an approximate time, you add the 
word goro before des11,. For example, "it's about one o'clock" 
is iahi-ji goro desi. Listen and repeat, 

Ichi-ji goro des0. 

And "it's around 3:30" is san-ji han goro des7i. 
Listen and repeat: 

San-ji han goro des0. 

Now you wi II hear some time expressions with goro. After 
hearing each, give the Engl ish equivalent. You wi I I then 
hear the correct version. 

6. Iahi-ji is "one o'clock"; ni-ji is "two o'clock." 
"What o'clock," or "what time," is nan-ji. Listen and repeat: 

nan-ji 

To ask "what time is it?" you say nan-ji desi ka? Listen 
and repeat: 

Nan-j i desl1 ka? 

Before you ask "what time is it?" you say "excuse me," 
sumimasen. To ask someone for the time, you say sum~masen, 
nan-ji des7i ka? Now you will hear a Japanese person ask 
"excuse me, what time is it?" A second person wi II answer. 
After hearing each answer, give the Engl ish equivalent. You 
wi I I then hear the correct vers ion. 
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7. Now you wi I I learn the Japanese expressions for 
minutes, from one minute through ten minutes. You wi I I notice 
that some numbers have two different forms, one to refer to 
hours and another to refer to minutes. For instance, ichi 
"one" is used with ji "o'clock"; but ip "one" is used with 
pun "minute." The biggest difference in the two forms occurs 
with "seven": shichi is used for the hour, but nana is used 
for minutes. You wi II also notice that the word for "minute" 
is pun after some numbers and fun after other numbers. Listen: 

i ch i - j i ip-pun one o'clock one minute 

ni-ji ni-fun two o'clock two minutes 
san-ji sam-pun three o'clock three minutes 

yo-ji yom-pun four o'clock four minutes 

go-ji go-fun five o'clock five minutes 

rok0-ji rop-pun six o'clock six minutes 

shlchi-ji nana-fun seven o'clock seven minutes 

hachi-ji hap-pun eight o'clock eight minutes 

~-ji kyu-fun nine o'clock nine minutes 

~-j i jup-pun ten o'clock ten minutes 

Now you wi II hear the Japanese for "one mi nute" through 
"ten minutes." Listen and repeat: 
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8 .. Now you wi II learn the Japanese for "eleven minutes" 
through "nineteen minutes." To form the numbers I I through 
19 in Japanese, the word ju "ten" is added in front of the 
numbers I through 9. Listen: 

ju-ip-pun I I minutes 

ju-ni-fun 12 minutes 

ju-sam-pun 13 minutes 

ju-yom-pun 14 minutes 

ju-go-fun 15 minutes 

ju-rop-pun 16 minutes 

ju-nana-fun 17 minutes 

jU-hap-pun 18 minutes 

jU-kyu-fun 19 minutes 

Now you wi I I hear the expressions again. This time listen 
and repeat: 

9. For "five minutes after," you say go-fun sugi. 
When used with minutes, sugi means "after," or "past." 
Listen and repeat: 

sugi 

go-fun sugi 

For "it's five after five," you say go-ji go-fun sugi des'd. 
Listen and repeat: 

Go-ji-go-fun sugi des0. 

Now you wi I I hear 10 sentences containing the word sugi. 
After hearing each sentence, give the Engl ish equivalent. 
You wi I I then hear the correct vers ion. 
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10. For tlfive minutes to," you say go-fun mae. Mae 
means "before" and with time expressions can be translated 
"to." Listen and repeat: 

mae 

For "it's five minutes to five," you say go-ji go-fun mae des;1. 
Listen and repeat: 

Go-ji go-fun mae des0. 

Now you wi I I hear nine sentences containing th~ word mae. 
After hearing each sentence, give the Engl ish equivalent. 
You wi I I then hear the correct version. 

II. In thi s dri II you wi II hear 12 sentences 
containing the words for "eleven minutes" through "nineteen 
minutes." These sentences also contain the words sugi 
"after" and mae "to." For example, "it's five to one" is 
iahi-ji go-fun mae desi. After hearing each item, give the 
Engl ish equivalent. You wi II then hear the correct version. 

12. In dri lis nine and ten you learned that sugi means 
"after" in "it's five after two" and that mae means "before" 
in "it's five to two." Sugi and mae are usually used from 
one minute after the hour to twenty minutes after the hour 
and from twenty minutes to the hour to one minute to the hour. 
Just where the Japanese stop using sugi and start using mae 
depends on the individual. From twenty after the hour to 
twenty to the hour, sugi ani mae need not be used. For "itts 
I :25," you say iahi-ji ni-ju=IJo-fun desi. And for "it's 
I :35," you say iahi-ji san-ju-go-fun des;1. 

In this dri II you wi II learn how to say "it's 1:20," "itts 
1:30," and "it's 1:40," without using either sugi or mae. 
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"Twenty minutes" is ni-jup-pun. Listen and repeat: 
ni-jup-pun 

For "it's 1:20," you say iahi-ji ni-jup-pun des~. 
Listen and repeat: 

Ichi-ji ni-jup-pun des0. 

PART 4 

For "it's I :30," you would normally say iahi-ji han des~. 
But if someone is quoting from a train schedule, you might 
hear iahi-ji san-jup-pun des~, in which san-jup-pun is 
"thirty minutes." Listen and repeat: 

san-jup-pun 

Ichi-ji san-jup-pun des0. 

"Forty minutes" is yon-jup-pun. Listen and repeat: 

yon-jup-pun 

For "it's I :40," you say iahi-ji yon-jup-pun des~. 
Listen and repeat: 

Ichi-ji yon-jup-pun des0. 

13. In this dri II you wi II learn the Japanese for 
"twenty-one minutes" through "twenty-nine minutes," tfthirty
one minutes" through "thirty-nine minutes," and "forty-one 
minutes" through "forty-nine minutes." 

First, let's review the numbers 20, lO, and 40 without the 
word for "minute." "Twenty" is ni-ju. Listen and repeat: 

"Thirty" is san-ju. 

ni-ju 

Listen and repeat: 

san-ju 

And "forty" is yon-ju. Listen and repeat: 

yon-ju 

To the words ni-ju, "twenty," san-ju, "thirty," and yon-ju, 
"forty," add the words for "one minute" through "nine minutes." 
Listen: 
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n -ju-ip-pun 
n -j~-ni-fun 
n -J~-sam-pun 
n -ju-yom-pun 
n -j~-go-fun 
n -ju-rop-pun 
n -j~-nana-fun 
n -j~-haE.-pun 
n -ju-kyu-fun 

san-ju-ip-pun 
san-j~-ni-fun 
san-j~-sam-pun 
san-ju-yom-pun 
san-j~-go-fun 
san-ju-rop-pun 
san-ju-nana-fun 
san-j~-ha£.-pun 
san-ju-kyu-fun 

PART 4 

yon-ju-ip-pun 
yon-j~-ni-fun 
yon-j~-sam-pun 
yon-ju-yom-pun 
yon-j~-go-fun 
yon-ju-rop-pun 
yon-ju-nana-fun 
yon-j~-ha£.-pun 
yon-ju-kyu-fun 

And listen again to the words for "twenty minutes," "thirty 
minutes," and "forty minutes." "Twenty minutes" is ni-jup-pun. 
"Thirty minutes" is san-jup-pun. "Forty minutes" is yon-jup
pun. 

14. Now you wi II hear 12 sentences containing 
the words for "twenty-one minutes" through "forty-five 
minutes." For example, "it's I :21" is iahi-ji ni-ju ip-pun 
des~. After hearing each sentence, give the English 
equivalent. You wi I I then hear the correct version. 

15. "What o'clock?" or "what time?" is nan-ji? "At 
what time?" is nan-ji ni? Listen and repeat: 

nan-ji ni 

"Arrive" or "get there" is ts)dkimas1i. 

tsldkimaski 

Listen and repeat: 

For "at what time do we get there?" or "at what time does 
it arrive?" you say nan-ji ni ts~kimas7i. ka? Listen and repeat: 

Nan-ji ni ts0kimas0 ka? 

"Leave" is demas~. Listen and repeat: 

demas0 

For 1I a t w hat tim e dowel e a v e ? II 0 r 11 a t w hat tim e doe sit I e a v e ? tl 
you say nan-ji ni demas7i. ka? Listen and repeat: 

Nan-ji ni demasld ka? 
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16. rn answer to nan-ji ni? "at what time?" the time 
must be followed by ni. For example, ichi-ji is "one o'clock," 
and ichi-ji ni is "at one o'clock." Listen and repeat: 

i ch i - j i n i 

Ni-ji is "two o'clock," and ni-ji ni is "at two o'clock." 
Listen and repeat: 

n i - j i n i 

San-ji han is "3:30" or "half-past three," and 
san-ji han ni is "at 3:30." Listen and repeat: 

san-j i han n i 

Go-ji goro is "around five o'clock," and go-ji goro ni is 
"at around five o'clock." Listen and repeat: 

go-ji goro ni 

17. Now you wi II hear 12 sentences indicating 
arrival and departure times of trains. For example, "it 
leaves at one o'clock" is ichi-ji ni demas7i. After hearing 
each sentence, give the Engl ish equivalent. Then you wi II 
hear the correct version. 

18. For arrival and departure times of trains, use the 
hour and "one minute" through "fifty-nine minutes." Sugi and 
mae are not used. To your question "at what time does it 
leave?" -nan-ji ni demas~ ka?.-you wi II get an answer I ike 
"it leaves a!. 4:01," yo-ji.. ip-pun ni demas~ or "it leaves 
at 12:47," ju-ni-ji yon-ju-nana-fun ni demas~. 

You have a I ready I earned the numbers through 49. "F i fty 
minutes" is go-jup-pun. Listen and repeat: 

go-jup-pun 

"Fifty-one minutes" is go-ju-ip-pun. Listen and repeat: 

gO-ju-ip-pun 
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For "fifty-two" through "fifty-nine," you add the words for 
"two minutes," "three minutes," and so forth to "fifty," 
go-ju. For example, "fifty-two minutes" is go-/u-ni-fun. 

Fo r "i t 
demas¥i. 

leaves at 10:50," you say ju-ji go-jup-pun ni 
Listen and repeat: 

J~-ji go-jup-pun ni demas0. 

For "it arrives at 10:57," you say ju-ji go-ju
nana-fun ni ts~kimas~. Listen and repeat: 

J~-ji go-ju nana-fun ni ts0kimas~. 

Now you wi II hear departure and arrival times using "one" 
through "twelve o'clock" and "one" through "fifty-nine minutes." 
You wi II not hear sugi or mae or han or goro--just time 
expressions in hours and minutes. After hearing each of the 
14 sentences, give the English equivalent. Then you 
wi I I hear the correct vers ion. 

19. If you want to ask what time the train arrives at 
a certain place, you add the name of the place plus ni at the 
beg i .!::!. n i.!::!.g 0 f the sen ten c e . " I n To kyo" 0 r "a t To kyo " 
is Tokyo ni. Listen and repeat: 

Tokyo n i 

To ask "at what time does it (the train) arrive in Tokyo?" 
you say Tokyo ni nan-ji ni ts~kimas¥i ka? Listen and repeat: 

Tokyo ni nan-ji ni ts0kimas0 ka? 

Listen to the following: 

Kyoto n i nan-ji n i ts0kimas0 At what time do we arrive at 
ka? Kyoto? 

Nikko n i nan-ji n i ts0kimas0 At what time do we arrive at 
ka? Nikko? 

Yokohama ni nan-ji n i At what time do we arrive at 
ts0kimas0 ka? Yokohama? 

Kamakura n i nan-ji n i At what time do we arrive at 
ts0kimas0 ka? Kamakura? 

Hakone ni nan-ji n i ts0kimas0 At what time do we arrive at 
ka? Hakone? 
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Now you wi I I hear eight station names. After each name is 
given, ask in Japanese what time the train wi I I arrive there. 
Then you wi I I hear the correct version. 

20. The word for "today" is kyo. 

kyo 

Listen and repeat: 

To ask "at what time today do we arrive?" you say kyo nan-ji 
ni ts~kimas~ ka? Listen and repeat: 

Kyo nan-ji ni ts0kimask1 ka? 

To ask "at about what time today do we leave?" you say 
kyo nan-ji goro ni demas~ ka? Listen and repeat: 

Kyo nan-ji goro ni demas0 ka? 

21. The word for "tomorrow" is ashtta. 

ashlta 

Listen and repeat: 

To ask "at what time tomorrow do we arrive?" you say ashtta 
nan-ji ni ts~kimas~ ka? Listen and repeat: 

Ashlta nan-ji ni ts0kimas0 ka? 

To ask "at around what time tomorrow do we leave?" you say 
ashtta nan-ji goro ni demas~ ka? Listen and repeat: 

Ashlta nan-ji goro ni demas0 ka? 

22. If you want to refer to the train you are about 
to board or the train you are riding on, you say "this" or 
"th is one," kore. Listen and repeat: 

kore 
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To ask "at what time does this one leave?" you say kore nan-ji 
ni demas~ ka? Listen and repeat: 

Kore nan-j i n i demas~ ka? 

And to ask "at what time does this one arrive?" you say 
kore nan-ji ni ts~kimas~ ka? Listen and repeat: 

Kore nan-ji ni ts~kimas~ ka? 

23. In the expression "in five minutes," the word for 
"in" is de. Listen and repeat: 

de 

For "in five minutes," you say go-fun de. 

go-fun de 

Listen and repeat: 

And for "in ten minutes," you say jup-pun de. 

jup-pun de 

Listen and repeat: 

24. For "in another five minutes," you say mo go-fun de. 
Listen and repeat: 

mo go-fun de 

25. For "in about another five minutes," you say 
mo go-fun gurai de. Listen and repeat: 

me go-fun gurai de 

A~d for "we leave in about another ten minutes," you say 
rno jup-pun gurai de dernasi. Listen and repeat: 

Mo jup-pun gurai de demas0. 
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26. I f you have asked "when does it I eave?" nan-ji ni 
demas1i ka? or "when does it arrive?" nan-ji ni t81ikimas~ ka? 
you may get the answer "it will be five more minutes," 
mo go-fun desi. Listen and repeat; 

Mo go-fun des)1. 

-Or you may hear "it wi I' be about five more minutes," mo go-fun 
gurai des1i. Listen and repeat: 

Mo go-fun gurai des)1. 

27. Remember that when you want to get someonets attention, 
you say "excuse me," sumimasen. 

To ask someone at what time a train leaves, you say sumimasen, 
nan-ji ni demasi ka? Listen and repeat: 

Sumimasen, nan-ji ni demas)1 ka? 

28. When someone has ~iven you the time, you thank 
him, saying "thank you.," domo. 
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5. DIALOGUES 

I. An American asks for information. 

A: Sumimasen. Ima nan-ji 
des0 ka? 

J : Ima hachi-ji jup-pun 
mae des!&. 

Excuse me. What time is it now? 

It's ten minutes to eight now. 

A: Shinjuk0 ni nan-ji ni At what time do we 
ts0kimas0 ka? arrive at Shinjuku? 

J: Ku-ji goro ni ts0kimas0. We arrive around nine o'clock. 

A: Domo. Thank you. 

2. An American asks the conductor for information. 

A: Sumimasen. Ima nan-ji 
des0 ka? 

J: Shlchi-ji han des0. 

A: Kore Yokohama ni nan-JI 
ni ts0kimas0 ka? 

J: Hachi-ji ju-ni-fun ni 
ts0kimasJd. 

A: Domo. 
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Excuse me. What time is it now? 

It's half-past seven. 

At what time does this one 
arrive at Yokohama? 

It arrives at 8: 12. 

Thank you. 
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3, An American asks a Japanese on the platform 
for some information. 

A: 

J : 

A: 

J : 

A: 

Sumimasen. Kore nan-ji 
n i demas~ ka? 

J~-ni-ji ni-j~-sam-pun 
ni demas~. 

Ima nan-ji des~ ka? 

Ima ju-ni-J I ni-jup-pun 
sugi des~. Me sam-pun 
de demas0. 

Domo. 

Excuse me. At what time does 
this one leave? 

It leaves at 12:23. 

What time is it now? 

It's twenty minutes past 
twelve now. It leaves in 
another three minutes. 

Thank you. 

4. An American asks a Japanese about the arrival 
time of a train. 

A: Sumimasen. 
des0 ka? 

Ima nan-ji 

J: San-ji jup-pun des~. 

A: Kore Asak~sa n i nan-j i 
ni ts0kimas0 ka? 

J: Me ni-jup-pun gurai de 
ts~kimas0. 

A: Domo. 
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Excuse me. What time is it 
now? 

It's 3: 10. 

At what time does this one 
arrive at Asak~sa? 

It arrives in about another 
twenty minutes. 

Thank you. 
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5. An American asks a Japanese about departure and 
arrival times. 

A: Kore nan-ji ni demas0 ka? At what time does this one 
leave? 

J: Ju-ni-ji go-ju-rop-pun 
ni demas0. 

It leaves at 12:56. 

A: Kore nan-JI ni ts0kimas0 At what time does this one 
ka? arrive? 

J: Ashlta san-J I yon-jup
pun ni ts0kimas0. 

A: Domo. 

It arrives at 3:40 tomorrow. 

Thank you. 

6. Two Japanese and an American discuss departure time. 

J,: Kyo nan-JI goro ni 
demas0 ka? 

J 2 : Yo-ji goro ni demas0. 

Ima nan-ji des0 ka? 

Ima san-JI_han goro 
des0. Mo san-jup-pun 
gurai de demas0. 

Around what time do you leave 
today? 

wi II leave around four. 

What time is it now? 

It's around 3:30 now. 
I wi I I I eave in about another 
thirty minutes. 

7. An American and a Japanese discuss arrival time. 

A: Nan-ji goro ni ts0kimas0 At around what time do we 
ka? arrive? 

J: Ku-ji han goro ni We arrive around 9:30. 
ts0kimas0. 

A: (ma nan-ji des0 ka? 

J: KU-,li go-fun sug i des0. 
Mo san-jup-pun de 
ts0kimas0. 
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What time is it now? 

It's five minutes after nine. 
We arrive in another 
thirty minutes. 
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8. An American and a Japanese discuss arrival 
time at Kamakura. 

A: Ima nan-ji des~ ka? 

J: Ima ichi-ji go-ju-rop
pun des~. 

A: 

J : 

A: 

Kamakura ni nan-ji ni 
ts~kimas0 ka? 

Ni-ji rop-pun ni 
ts0kimas0. Me jup-pun 
des0. 

Domo. 

What time is it now? 

It's 1:56 now. 

At what time do we 
arrive at Kamakura? 

We arrive at 2:06. 
It will be ten more minutes. 

Thank you. 

9. A passenger asks about arrival and departure times. 

A: Kore nan-ji ni ts0kimas0 At what time does this one 
ka? arrive? 

J: Go-ji jup-pun ni 
ts0kimas0. 

It arrives at 5: 10. 

A: Nan-ji goro ni demas0 ka? Around what time does it leave? 

J: Mo jup-pun de demas0. 

A: Domo. 
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It leaves in another ten 
minutes. 

Thank you. 
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10. An American asks a fellow passenger about departure 
time. 

A: Ima nan-ji des~ ka? What time is it now? 

J: Ima jU-ichi-ji ni-ju-go- It's 11:25 now. 
fun des~. 

A: Kore nan-j i n i demas0 
ka? 

J: JU-ichi-ji han ni 
demas0. Mo go-fun 
gura i des0. 

A: Domo. 

At what time does this one 
leave? 

It leaves at 11:30. 
It wi I I be about five more 
minutes. 

Thank you. 

II. An American asks about departure time. 

A: Excuse me. What time is it now? 

J: Ima ku-ji ju-go-fun des0. 

A: At what time does this one 

J: Ku-ji ni-ju-sam-pun ni 
demas0. Mo hap-pun 
de demas0. 

leave? 

A: Thank you. 

12. A passenger asks the conductor about arrival time 
at Kyoto. 

A: 

J: Ku-ji ju-rop-pun ni 
ts0kimas0. 

At what time does this one 
arrive at Kyoto? 

A: Thank you. 
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13. A passenger asks about arrival time at Hakone. 

A: Around what time does this one 

J: Yo-ji han goro ni 
ts~kimas~. 

arrive at Hakone? 

A: Thank you. 

14. An American asks a friend when he is leaving. 

A: Around what time do you leave? 

J: ShYchi-ji goro ni 
demas~. Mo ju-go-fun 
de demas~. 

A: 

J: Ku-ji goro ni ts~kimas~. 

What time do you arrive at 
Nikko? 

15. A passenger asks the conductor about arrival time 
at Yokohama. 

A: What time does this one 

J: Rok~-ji ni-fun ni 
ts~kimas~. Mo rop-pun 
des0. 
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arrive at Yokohama? 
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16. An American asks for the time and about a train 
departure. 

A: 

J: Ima YO-J I sam-pun sugi 
des0. 

A: 

J: Yo-j i rop-pun n i demas0. 
Me sam-pun gurai de 
demas0. 

Excuse me. What time is it now? 

At what time does this one 
leave? 

A: Thank you. 

17. An American wonders about arrival time. 

A: 

J: Ku-ji ky0-fun ni 
ts0kimas0. Mo hap-pun 
de ts0kimas0. 

At what time does this one 
arrive? 

A: Thank you. 

18. An American is on the train platform. 

A: 

J: Ima hachi-ji jup-pun mae 
des0. 

A: 

J: Shlchi-ji go-ju-rop-pun 
ni demas0. Me rop-pun 
gurai des0. 

Excuse me. What time is it now? 

At what time does this one 
leave? 

A: Thank you. 
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19. Mr. Davis is visiting in Mr. Imai's home. 

Davis: At what time do you leave today? 

I ma i : Yo-ji goro ni demas0. 

Davis: 

Imai: Hachi-ji kyu-fun ni 
ts0kimasl1. 

At what time do you arrive at 
Kyoto? 

20. An American asks questions of a train official. 

A: 

J: Ichi-ji des~. 

A: 

J: Mo sam-pun de demas0. 

A: 
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Excuse me. What time is it now? 

At what time does this one 
leave? 

Thank you. 
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6. SELF-EVALUATION QUIZ 

Section I 

You wi I 1 hear lOs i tuat ions. Respond to each in Japanese. 
After you respond, the correct answer wi I I be heard on the 
tape. On a separate piece of paper, keep track of which 
items you miss and which you answer correctly. 

Section 2 

You wi I I hear 16 statements in Japanese. Se I ect the 
correct Engl ish equivalent for each sentence from the three 
choices provided, and write A, B, or C on a separate piece of 
paper. After you finish this section, check your answers with 
the key. 

I • A . It's 3: 10. 
B . It's 3:20. 
C . It's 3:50. 

2 • A. It's I: 30 now. 
B . It's 7:30 now. 
C . It's 8:30 now. 

3. A . It's 15 after 6 . 
B . It's 15 to 7 . 
C • It's 15 after 7 . 

4. A . It's 2:20. 
B . It's I I : 30. 
C . It's 12:40. 

5. A . It's 5: 10 now. 
B . It's 5:20 now. 
C . It's 5:30 now. 

6 • A . l t' s 6:20, 
B • It's 9: 1O, 
C . It's 9:20. 
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7 . A • It's 20 to 4 . 
B . It's 10 to 4 . 
C. It's 10 after 4 . 

8. A .. It's I : 15. 
B . It's I I: 15. 
C . It's I I : 45. 

9 • A . It's I : 25. 
B .. It's 8: 15. 
C .. It's 8: 55. 

10. A . We leave at 6: 18. 
B . We leave at 6:28. 
C . We leave at 9:08. 

I I . A· We arrive at 5: 16. 
B . We arrive at 6:29. 
C . We arrive at 9:26. 

12. A . We leave at 15 to 7 . 
B . We leave at 5 to 7 . 
C . We leave at 5 after 7 . 

I 3. A. We arrive around two o'clock today. 
B . We arrive around ten o'clock today. 
C . We arrive around twelve o'clock today. 

I 4. A • We arrive in about another ten minutes. 
B . We leave in about another ten minutes. 
C . We leave i n about another twenty minutes. 

I 5 . A . We arrive around ten o'clock tomorrow. 
B . We arrive around eleven o'clock tomorrow. 
C . We arrive around twelve o'clock tomorrow. 

16. A . We arrive i n about another five minutes. 
B .. We arrive i n about another fifteen minutes. 
C . We leave in about another fifteen minutes. 

Ke~ to Section ') 
"-

I • A 5 • A 9. C I 3. A 

2. C 6. C 10. A 14. B 

3. B 7 . B I I .. C 15. A 

4. C 8. B 12. B I 6 .. C 
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TIME PART 7 

7. REVIEW AND REMEDIATION 

If you missed any items on the quiz, review the Fluency 
Dri lis indicated below. 

If you missed more than two items in Section I or more 
than three itmes in Section 2, it would also be a good idea 
to review the entire Dialogue section. Once you have reviewed 
the recommended exercises, take the Supplementary Self
evaluation Quiz, Part 8. 

If you missed two items or fewer in Section I and three 
items or fewer in Section 2, you may go on to another module 
without taking the Supplementary Self-evaluation Quiz. 

SECTION I 

you should If you missed 
item review drill(s) 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

3, 

I 5 , 

2, 

I 5 , 

15, 

I 5 , 

15, 

6 

I 5 , 

I 5 , 

6, 26 

22 

7 

22 

20, 22 

19, 22 

19 

2 I , 22 

22 
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If you 
item 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

I I 

12 

13 

14 

15 

16 

SECTION 2 

missed you should 
review drill(s) 

2, 7 , 9 

2, 3 , 4 

2, 8, 10 

2, 12 

2, 3, 7 

2, 9, 12 

2, 7 , 10 

2, 8, 9 

2, 18 

2 , 8, 16 

2, 13, 16 

2, 7 , 10, 15 

2, 5 , 16, 20 

25 

2, 5 , 16, 21 

8· , I 5 , 25 



TIME PART 8 

8. SUPPLEMENTARY SELF-EVALUATION QUIZ 

Section I 

You wi I I hear six situations. Respond to each in Japanese. 
After you respond, the correct answer wi I I be heard on the 
tape. 

Section 2 

You wi II hear 10 sentences in Japanese. Each one wi II 
be repeated. On a separate piece of paper, translate the 
sentences into Engl ish, stopping the tape whenever you need 
to. When you have finished, check your translations with 
the key. 

Key to Section 2 

I. It's 5:30 now. 

2. It's around three o'clock. 

3. It's ten minutes after eight. (It's 8:10.) 

4. It's fifteen minutes to one. 

5. It leaves at 2:25. 

6. At what time does this one leave? 

7. This one arrives at Kyoto at one o'clock tomorrow. 

8. It arrives in another five minutes. 

9. It leaves in about another ten minutes. 

10. Around what time today do you leave? 
(Around what time today does it leave?) 
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TIME PART 9 

9. ADDITIONAL VOCABULARY 

Here is a short list of words and phrases that can be 
used in the situations covered in this module. You wi II NOT 
be tested on these new words. To show you how they are used, 
example sentences are provided. Both the words and the 
sentences are on the tape to help you with pronunciation and 
to give you practice I istening to them. 

mo sugu 

Mo sugu demas0. 

Mo sugu ts0kimas~. 

gozen 

Gozen go-ji des0. 

gogo 

Gogo go-ji des0. 

komban 

Komban ts~kimas~. 

ashlta no ban 

Ashlta no ban ts~kimas0. 

ashlta no asa 

Ashlta no asa ts~kimas~. 

Sumimasen. Me ichido itte 
kudasai. 

in a little whi Ie; pretty soon 

It leaves in a little while. 

It arrives in a little whi Ie. 

a.m. 

It's 5 a.m. 

p • m. 

It's 5 p.m. 

this evening 

It arrives this evening. 

tomorrow evening 

It arrives tomorrow evening. 

tomorrow morning 

It arrives tomorrow morning. 

Excuse me. Please say that 
again. 
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MODULE 10 
SIGNS AND MENUS 

I. OBJECTIVES 

Upon completion of this module you wi I I be able to 

I. read numbers from I to 99,999 and prices containing these 
numbers; 

2. use cue cards to find the meaning of characters written 
on signs and menus. 
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The characters on the left of the awning tel I us that Japanese 
and Western-style food is served in the restaurant. 
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Typewritten Text
Image: Fabian ReusDate: 9 January 2012cc-by-sa-2.0

oberon
Typewritten Text
Restaurant in Tokyo

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Japan_Tokyo_Western_Food_Restaurant.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en
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oberon
Typewritten Text
This sign shows in large characters (kanji, below; hiragana, above) the name of the train station -- Yorishima.  In smaller hiragana characters, we read that the nest station to the west is Seibukagaku (lower right) and that the next station to the east is Ayagi (lower left).

oberon
Typewritten Text
Image: まも(Mamo)Date: 25 September 2010Public Domain

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Yorishima_Station_Signs.JPG


2. INTRODUCTION 

Writing systems that use the Latin alphabet to represent 

Japanese sounds make learning Japanese easier for foreigners. 

These "Roman letters" romaji, used very I ittle by the Japanese, 

are reserved primari Iy for trademarks and signs in Japan. 

The traditional way of writing Japanese includes three 

different systems: kanji~ hiragana~ and katakana. Often the 

three types of characters are used within one sentence: 

katakana hiragana kanji hiragana 

7·7 ., ~ e. /t; ... ~EB e. /t; l~~ t-
O 

Romaj i : Buraun san, F0kuda san des0. 

Eng! ish: Mr. Brown, this i s Mr. Fukuda. 

The 0 I dest system is ca I I ed kanji, or "Ch i nese cha racters." 

Many Chinese characters came from drawings that represented 

things or ideas. For instance, the character ~ , which 

means "origin," was once written * ' showing a tree with its 

branches above and roots below. The base is marked with a 

horizontal I ine to indicate that the meaning of the character 

has something to do with roots. The character for "sun" ;s 

E3 ,which was once written(!) --a picture of the sun. 

The two characters written together, E3 ~ , are the word 

for Japan ("source of the sunil). 

During the period from the sixth to the ninth century B.C., 

the Japanese adopted much of Chinese culture, including the 

writing system. For centuries, Chinese characters were the 

only writing system known to the Japanese. 
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2. INTRODUCTION 

Wr i十ing sys十ems 十ha十 use 十he La十in alphabe十十o represen十

Japanese sounds make learning Japanese easier for foreigners. 

These "Roman 1 e十十ers" romαji， used very 1 i十十 le by 十he Japanese， 

are reserved primari Iy for 十rademarks and signs in Japan. 

The 十radi十ional way of wri十ing Japanese includes 十hree

differen十 sys十ems: kanji~ hirαgana~ and katαkanαOf十en 十he

十hree 十ypes of charac十ers are used wi十hin one sen十ence:

ka十akana hiragana kanji hira g ana 

ブラウン さん、 福田 さんです O

Romaj i : Buraun san， Fl1kuda san desl1. 

Eng! ish: Mr. Brown，十his i 5 M r. Fukuda. 

The oldes十 sys十em i 5 ca 1 1 ed kanji， or "Ch i nese cha rac十ers."

Many Chinese charac十ers came from drawings 十ha十 represen十ed

十hings or ideas. F耐。灯r i川n悶S十加an叫 十山he char 

means "0川川'orいO訂ωr川i9 i nυ1 

branches above and roo十5 below. The base is marked wi十h a 

horizon十a1 1 i ne 十o indica十e 十ha十十he meaning of 十he charac十er

has some十hing 十o do wi十h roo十s. The charac十er for "sun" ;s 

日， which was once wri什 e n 0 --a pic十ure of 十he sun. 

The two charac十ers written 十 叩 十her， 日本 are 十he word 

for Japan ("source of 十he sun"). 

During 十he period from the six十h 十O 十he nin十h cen十ury B. C • ， 

十he Japanese adop十ed much of Chinese cul十ure，including 十he

wr i十ing sys十em. For cen十uries，Chinese charac十ers were 十he

only wri十ing sys十em known 十o 十he Japanese. 
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SIGNS AND MENUS PART 2 

Although kanji were used for writing, most Japanese never 

learned to speak Chinese. They continued to speak Japanese, 

us i n g c e r t a inC h i n e sec h a r act e r s 0 r s p e cia I I y mo d i fie d Chi n e s e 

characters to represent the sounds of spoken Japanese. These 

symbol s, each of which represented a syllable, gradually 

developed into two systems, or syllabaries, for writing 

Japanese. 

The system cal led hiragana is composed of simpl ified 

Chinese characters written in a cursive style. Katakana is 

composed of parts of Chinese characters written in printed 

form. The two syllabaries have different symbols for the 

same sounds. So why two systems instead of one? Katakana 

is used for Japanese words wh i ch came from Eng Ii sh or other 

foreign languages. This writing system, composed of squarish 

printed symbols, is appropriate for store signs and words and 

phrases to be emphasized within written sentences. Hiragana 

is used for most other purposes. 

Despite the invention of hiragana and katakana, the 

Japanese have been reluctant to do away altogether with 

kanji. The number of kanji in common use has been gradually 

reduced over the years, but modern Japanese writing is sti I I 

dotted with Chinese characters. 

The traditional way of writing Japanese is in vertical 

columns reading from top to bottom, right to left. When 

Japanese is written horizontally, it generally reads from 

left to right, but you wi II occasionally see a sign that 

reads from right to Jeft. 

(For your reference, one of the cue cards accompanying 
this module contains both hiragana and katakana characters.) 
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51GN5 AND MENU5 PART 2 

AI十hough kanji were used for wri十ing， mo s十 Japanese never 

learned 十o speak Chinese. They con十inued 十o speak Japanese， 

using cer十ain Chinese charac十er s 0 r s p e c i a I I y mo d i f i e d C h i n e s e 

charac十ers 十o represen十十he sounds of spoken Japanese. These 

symbols， each of which represen十ed a syllable， gradually 

developed in十o 十wo sys十ems， or syllabaries，千or wr i十ing

Japanese. 

The sys十em ca I I ed h乞Fαganαis composed 0千 simplified

Chinese charac十ers wri十十en in a cursive s十yle. Katakana is 

composed of par十s of Chinese charac十ers wri十十en in prin十ed

form. The 十wo syl labaries have differen十 symbols for 十he

same sounds. 50 why 十wo sys十ems ins十ead of one? Katakana 

is used for Japanese words which came from Engl ish or 0十her

foreign languages. This wri十ing sys十em，composed of squarish 

prin十ed symbols， is appropria十e for s十ore signs and words and 

phrases 十o be emphasized wi十hin wri十十en sen十ences. H乞ragαna

is used for mos十 o十her purposes. 

Despi十e 十he inven十ion of hiragαna and katakana， 十he

Japanese have been reluc十an十十o do away al十oge十her w i十h

kαnji. The number of kanji in common use has been gradual Iy 

reduced over 十he years， bu十 modern Japanese wri十ing i s s十i1 1 

do十十ed wi十h Chinese charac十ers.

The 十radi十ional way of wri十ing Japanese is in ver十ical

columns reading from 十op 十o bo十十om， righ十十o lef十 When

Japanese is wri十十en horizon十a1 1 y ，十 genera I1 Y reads from 

lef十十o righ十 bu十 you wi 11 occasionall y see a sign 十ha十

reads from righ十十o Jef十.

(For your reference， one of 十he cue cards accompanying 
十his module con十ains bo十h hiragana and katakαna charac十er s. ) 
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SI6NS AND MENUS PART 3 

3. WRITING 

Learning to read and write Japanese is net as difficult 
as you may think. In fact, it can be a lot of fun. You 
can take pride in your accompl ishment, one that few Americans 
can match. 

By simply learning to recognize the fifteen characters 
below, you wi I I be able to read any number or price in 
Japanese. 

- - [9 li -L.... -G )\ - - /\ - -
I 2 3 4 5 6 7 

1L + 8 T n 0 FIl 
9 10 100 1,000 10,000 0 yen 

8 

One of the best ways to learn Japanese characters is to 
practice writing them. When you learned to write the Engl ish 
alphabet, you were probably told that there was a right way 
and a wrong way to form each letter. This is also true of 
Japanese. Each Japanese character is made up of a definite 
number of strokes written ina prescri bed sequence ca II ed 
"stroke order." Writing the character with this same stroke 
order each time wi I I soon become second nature, just I ike 
signing your name. 

Using the guide on the following page, practice writing 
each character ten to twenty times on a separate piece of 
paper, unti I you can write it without looking at the book. 
(The meaning of each character is given below it. The 
stroke sequence appears to the right of each character.) 
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SI6NS AND MENUS PART 3 

3. WRITING 

Learning 十o read and wri十e Japanese i s nc十 as difiicul十

as you may 十hink. In fac十十 can be a 10十 of fun. You 
can 十ake pride in your accompl ishmen十 one 十ha十 few Americans 
can ma十ch.

By simply learning 十o recognize 十he f i f十een charac十ers
below， you wi 1 I be able 十o read any number or price in 
Japanese. 

ーーー・・ ーー-

四 五
-L.... 七 八-・・・・・圏、 -ー

---・
ーーー圃畠 ノ、

J 2 3 4 5 6 ア

九 十 百 千 n O 円

9 10 100 1，000 10，000 O グcn

One of 十he bes十 ways 十o learn Japanese charac十ers i s 十O

8 

prac十ice wri十ing 十hem. When you 1 earned 十o wr i十e 十he Engl ish 

alphabe十， you were probably 十old 十ha十十here was a righ十 way
and a wrong way 十o form each 1 e十十er. This is also 十rue of 

Japanese. Each Japanese charac十er is made up of a defini十e
number of s十rokes wri十十en i n a prescri bed sequence ca 11 ed 
"s十roke order." Wri十ing 十he charac十er w i十h 十his same s十roke
order each 十ime wi 1 1 soon become second na十ure， jus十 1i ke 

slgnlng your name. 

Using 十he guide on 十he following page， prac十ice wri十ing
each charac十er 十en 十O 十wen十y 十imes on a separa十e piece of 
paper， un十i1 you can wri十e i十 wi十hou十 looking a十十 he book. 

(The meaning of each charac十er is given below 十 The

s十roke sequence appears 十O 十he righ十 of each charac十er • ) 
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SIGNS AND MENUS PART 4 

4. READING 

You a I ready know the Japanese numbers f rom I to 10. The 

n u m b e r I lis w r i tte n + (te nan don e); 12 i s + ( te n 

and two). Thirteen through 19 are formed in the same way. 

The number 20 is = + (two tens); 30 is + (three tens). 

Forty, 50, 60, 70, 80, and 90 are formed in the same way. One 

hundred is a ; 1000 is T. For 10,000 and 11,000 the 

character for the number lis added: 

Prices in Japanese yen are written by addIng the symbol ¥ 

before Arabic numerals (¥IOO) or the character ~ after 

numbers wr:tten in Japanese ( a ~ ). Generally, prices 

written in Arabic numerals are written horizontally; whereas 

those in kanji are written vertically. 

There are also two ways of writing numbers in Japanese: 

either with or without the characters for "ten," "hundred," 

"thousand," and "ten thousand." Normally, Japanese merchants 

round off their prices to the nearest ten or hundred yen, 

but just for a moment let's assume that something costs 

precisely ¥96,375. The price tag would read either 

1L 
']j 
-'-
/\. 

T 
-
a 
-t:; 

+ 
3i 

~ 

nine 

ten thousands 

six 

thousands 

three 

hundreds 

seven 

tens 

five 

yen 

OR nine 1L 
six 

three= 

seven -C 
five 3i 

yen ~ 

Note that when the shorter way of writing prices is used, a 

comma ( ,) is placed between the hundreds and thousands, 

just as we do when writing Arabic numerals. 
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SIGNS AND MENUS PART 4 

4. READING 

You already know 十he Japanese numbers from 1 十o 10. The 

nu附 er 11 is wri十十en十一(十en and one); 12 is 十ニ(十en

and 十wo). T h i r十een 十hrough 19 are formed i n 十he same way. 

The number 20 i s二十(十wo 十ens); 30 is 三十(十hree 十en s) • 

For十y，50， 60， 70， 80， and 90 are formed in 十he same way. One 

hundred is 百 1000 is 千 For 10，000 and 11，000 十he

charac十er for 十he number 1 i s added: 万 万 千

Prices in Japanese yen are wri十十en by addlng 十he symbol ￥ 

before Arabic numerals (￥ 100) 0 r 十he charac十er 円 af十er

numbers wr:十十en in Japanese ( 百円). Generally， prices 

w r i十十en in Arabic numerals are wri十十en horizon十ally; whereas 

十hose in kanji are wri十十en ver十ica 1 1 y. 

There are also 十wo ways of wri十ing numbers in Japanese: 

ei十her wi十h or w i十hou十十 he charac十ers for "十en，""hundred，" 
"十 housand，"and "十en 十housand." Norma 11 y， J apanese merchan十s

round off 十heir prices 十o 十he neares十十en or hundred yen， 

bu十 jus十 for a momen十 le十's assume 十ha十 some十hing cos十s

precisely ￥96，375. The price 十ag would read ei十her

九 nine

万十en 十housands

六 six

千十housands

=十hree

百 hundreds

七 seven

+十ens

五 five

円 yen

OR nine 九

SIX 
圃晶ー

ノ、、

十hree三

seven七

five 五

yen 円

No十e 十ha十 when 十he shor十er way of wri十ing prices is used， a 

comma (、 is placed be十ween 十he hundreds and 十housands，

jus十 as we do when wri十ing Arabic numerals. 
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SIGNS AND MENUS PART 4 

t ~ e ~ I 10 0 100 
0 

,. ~ ..,. .,., 
.."..... ,,--. ~ ..".,-. .,. 

~ 
2 

o t 20 0 e 200 
0 

- ~ ~ ~ .., ..,. ...,. ..,. ~ .,... 
3 
~ ..",-. .."..... ....,.,,-.. 

~ o t 30 0 fi 300 
0 

\151 \151\& \t9 \19 
4 

o t 40 0 e 400 
0 

A 5 
P-.P-. 

50 
.P-.Ji 500 

0 t 0 

~ 0 

>--- >-- >- >- .>-
6 /" J' I' J' 

I " o t 60 0 a 600 
0 

~ 
k: ~ ~ ~ 

7 t 70 700 
0 0 e 0 

/\... " I\.. 1'-- )~ 
8 0 t 80 0 9 

800 
0 

1L 9 
fL1L 1L~ 900 
0 t 90 0 €I 0 
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500 
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SIGNS AND MENUS PART 4 

On this page are the numbers and combinations for 
thousands and ten thousands: 

~ 4: ~ 
\1,S) 
~ 0 1-

.. 0, 0 
0 /,000 

0 t 7,000 0 1) 40,000 
0 

0 0 0 
..., ~ ,'-. 1'-. A ..A 50,000 
~ ..,,-... ,. 

0, 0 t 2,000 0 

t 8,000 0 0 0 

1j 0 0 
0 
0 

-' 
..., 

14 1L .>- ->-~ ". ...--
~ 

~ , 
0' 0, 'i 60,000 0 t 3,000 0 t 9,000 0 

0 0 0 0 0 

~ ,15) ~ 
~ ~ ~ 0 .. 

~t 4,000 0 1) 10,000 
0 .. 15 70,000 0 0 0 

0 0 

P-:A .;:;... ..,. ,\.. 
0, ~ 0, ,,, 

~ f 5,000 0 1) 20,000 0 15 80,000 
0 0 
0 0 

>- J-- --- -' 1L .,. 
1L I' J , ..--- .,., 

0 0 .. ~ 0, 

0 t 6,000 0 1) 30,000 0 15 90,000 
0 0 

0 0 0 
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On 十his page are 十he numbers and combina十ions for 
十housands and 十en 十housands:

ザ《、 セ セ
、。

ポ?:十 1，000
。 。、
十

7，000 o づ?40，000 。 。
o 。 o 
可， ~ ハ、 ノ¥、 号ゑ50，000

"で ./戸、。
十

2，000 
。十$，000o O 

2万o O 

，4F，.咽4，F• 

九 九 デ。て、 4ノp¥ ?J{ 
:十 3，000 十 O 3万60，000。

O 

~ ，1S) 
~ 噌-'向 ご々 ~ 。、

:十 4，000
。万10，000

。、
ヲヴ 70，000 。。 。。 。

きiでZ十L100-0 

ぷ、，
分:)¥ 。~、

3万20，000 3万 80，0001。
手'?-ーJ〉、‘ ・噌ー"，'a‘・‘ 咽困酔

千 九咽，
o 。、 ー〆戸、

;十 ι000
。万30，000 。万 90，000。。
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SIGNS AND MENUS PART 4 

Exercise I 

On a separate piece of paper, write the following prices 
in Arabic numerals. When you have finished, check your 
answers with the key at the bottom of the page. 

( a ) ( b ) 

- -I:; 

75 a 
11., Ii 

a + 
P3 P3 
Exercise 2 

( c) 

J\ 

=f
a 
P3 

=f
J\ 

a 
P3 

( e ) 

--

o 
P3 

( f ) 

J\ , 
Ii 
o 
o 
P3 

( g ) 

0, 

o 
P3 

...L
/\. 

+ 
P3 

( i ) 

o 
o 
P3 

Write the following prices in Arabic numeral s; then 
check your answers with the key. 

( a ) 

J\ 

75 
-
=f
P3 

( b ) 

a 
P3 

( c ) 

- , 

1m 
o 
o 
P3 

J\ , 
--
o 
o 
P3 

Key to Exercise I: 

(d) ¥3,800 

(h) ¥560 

(e) ¥260 

(i) ¥3,600 

( e ) 

-

( f ) 

-
\ 

11., 

o 
o 
P3 

( g ) 

---- \ 

J\ 
o 
o 
P3 

(a) ¥IO,900 

( f) ¥8, 500 

(j) ¥ I ,800 

( h) 

...L
/\. 

(b> ¥750 

( i ) 

--o 
o 
P3 

( j ) 

Ii 
75 
J\ 

=f-

a 
P3 

( c) ¥8, 100 

(g) ¥ 10,630 

Key to ExercIse 2: (a) ¥BJ ,000 (b) ¥94,300 

(c) ¥J ,400 (d) ¥8,200 (e) ¥42,OOO (f> ¥3,900 

(g) ¥22,800 (h) ¥36,700 (i) ¥45,200 (j) ¥58,600 

160 

4 PART MENUS AND SIGNS 

Exercise 

On a separa十epiece of paper， wri十e 十he following prices 
in Arabic numerals. When you have finished， check your 
answers wi十h十he key a十十he bo十十omof 十he page. 

リ
千
八

、‘.，，・l，，.‘、、、.，，
』

H''z‘、( 9 ) ( f ) ( e ) 

ω=
一

ω
八
千

川
七

( a ) 

、
.ι. 
ノ、

五

。六
八
、
五

-
.圃・・園田・

千

八

-
百-'-

ノ、百万

九
百

百

円
0

0
円

.... ー
ノ、

十

円

圃圃圃圃
・圃・・・・-
O 

0

0
円

O 
円百

円

百

円

五

十

円円

十hennumerals; 

円
nH 

・I
-vr 

s
e
 

e

k

 

c
 

・l
e

r

h

H

 

nド
キ
l

2 

Wr i十e 十he following 
check your answers wi十h

Exercise 

川
u

五

‘、.，，・l，，.‘ 

四
五

川=一
( 9 ) ( f ) ( e ) ( d ) ( c ) 

圃圃圃圃・園

、
、四八

万
八

-'-ノ、

千

百

円

-・・・圃

・・・・・圃・

0
0
円

万
.品.

ノ、

百

円

千
七

八

O
O
円

九

0

0
円

万
-・・・園田

-
千

同

.圃圃圃圃

.圃・圃圃圃・

0

0
円

-・圃・・・・、

四

0

0
円

( b ) 

九
万
四
千
三

百
円

( a ) 

八，

万
圃圃圃・・・

千

円

￥8，100 ( c) ￥750 ( b ) ￥10，900 
( f ) 

( a ) Exercise 十O|くey

￥10，630 ( 9 ) ￥8，500 ￥260 ( e ) 学3，800( d ) 

￥1，800 ( j ) ￥3，600 、.，，
.••• 

，E也、￥560 、‘，，h
H
 

，s‘、

￥94，300 ( b) ￥B 1 ，000 ( a ) 2 : Exerclse 十olくey

￥3，900 

￥58，600 

( f ) 

( j ) 

￥42，000 

￥45，200 ‘‘.，， ・l，，.‘‘ 

( e ) 

160 

￥8，200 

￥36，700 

( d ) 

、‘.，，h
H
 

，，.‘、

￥1 ，400 

￥22，800 

( c) 

( 9 ) 



SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

5. USING CUE CARDS 

Cue cards which accompany this module show how some useful 
words are written in Japanese. These words are common terms 
encountered (I) when eating out in Japan, (2) when shopping 
or seeking repairs, and (3) when traveling by train and subway. 

I n the fo I low i ng exerc i ses names of foods and terms 
associated with eating out are written in Japanese. Match 
the characters in each item with the same ones on your 
Eating Out cue cards, and write the Engl ish equivalent on 
a separate piece of paper. Check your answers with the keys. 

Exercise 3 

( a) ( b ) ( c) ( d) 

T :t .; e. 
L t! ~ L 

~ h 

( h) ( i ) ( j ) ( k) 

-r T ~ -r 
A, ~ ~ A, 
c: ~ :t '0 

"h 
A, ~ (f '=> .; 

c: 
A, 

Key to Exercise 3: (a) 
noodles (c) noodles 
and-sour pork (f) pork 
(h) shrimp tempura on rice 

( e) ( f ) ( g) 

T t ~ 
' ... ,,), 

~ ~ 
t: 

iJ' t 

? ') 

( I ) ( m) 

;t ~. 

(J J: 
(J) .; 
-r ~ 
A, 
'0 

"h 

'=> 

vinegared rice (b) buckwheat 
(d) sliced raw fish (e) sweet-

cutlet (g) gri lied chicken 
(i) sukiyaki (i) chow 

mein (k) tempura noodles (I) shrimp tempura 
(m) meat dump lings 

'6 , 

5 PART MENUS AND SIGNS 

USING CUE CARDS 5. 

Cue cards which accompany 十his module show how some useful 
words are wri十十en in Japanese. These words are common 十erms
encoun十ered (I) when ea十ing ou十 in Japan， (2) when shopping 
or seeking repairs， and (3) when 十rave1 i ng by 十rain and subway. 

In 十he following exercises names of foods and 十erms
associa十ed with ea十ing ou十 a re w r i十十en i n J apanese. Ma十ch
十he charac十ers in each 十em wi十h 十he same ones on your 
E a十ing Ou十 cue cards， and wri十e 十he English equivalen十 on
a separa十epiece of paper. Check your answers wi十h 十he keys. 

3 Exercise 

( g) 

や

( f ) 

と

ん

( e) 

す
ぷ
た

( d) 

さ
し
み

( c) 

う
ど
ん

( b ) 

そ
ぱ

( a) 

す
し き

とカ、

つ

( m) 

ぎ
よ
う
ざ

、、，，l
 

，z
‘、

え
び
の
て
ん
ぷ
ら

‘、.，，
L
H
H
 

，，‘‘、

て
ん
ぷ
ら
う
ど
ん

υ
や
き
そ
ば

、‘，，
.•••• 

，，.‘、

す
き
や
き

、屯，，h
H
 

，，E
・‘

て
ん
ど
ん

vinegared rice (b) buckwhea十

(d) sliced raw fish (e) swee十ー
cu十le十 (g) gri Iled chicken 

(i) sukiyaki (i) chow 
(I) shrimp 十empura

'6 ， 

Key 十o Exercise 3: (a) 

noodles (c) noodles 
and-sour pork (f) pork 
(h) shrimp 十empura on rice 
me i n ( k) 十empura noodles 
(m) mea十 dumplings 



SIGNS AND MENUS 

Exercise 4 

( a) ( c) ( e) 

51 

( g) ( h ) ( i ) ( j ) ( k) 

*4 iii *1 ,I] ~J: i-

II liS 7 ~¥ -p 
t~~ 

* 
~ 

SIJ 
~ 
~,~ 

~), 

'J 
Key to Exercise 4: (a) rice wine 

(c) Chinese (d) complete dinner 
(f) rest~urant (g) food (h) 

PART 5 

( f ) 

$I 

* 
( I ) 

~ 
~ 
J6 

(b) restaurant 
(e) China, Chinese 

restaurant 
(i) chicken and egg on rice (j) 
style food (k) Tokyo-style sushi 

Japanese and Western
( I) tearoom 

162 

SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

Exercise 4 

( a) 

川
食
堂

( c) ( d) ( e) ( f ) 

酒 中

華
定

食

中

国

軽

食

( g) ( h ) ( i ) ( j ) ( k) ( I ) 

料 飯 親 春日 3工 喫

E里 届 子 洋 戸 茶
ど 食 目。 届
ん.、3、0 

Key 十o Exercise 4: (a) rice wine 
(c) Chinese (d) comple十e dinner 
(f) res十euran十 (g) food (h) 

(i) chicken and egg on rice (j) 

S十yle food (k) TOkyo-s十yle sushi 

(b) res十auran十

(e) China， Chinese 
res十auran十

Japanese and Wes十ern-
( I ) 十earoom

162 



SISN5 AND MENUS PART 5 

Exercise 5 

( a ) ~-if ( k) * '/ ~?--:f 
( b ) ::J - ( I ) /\ A .r. '/ ~~ - 7 
( c) :J - t: - ( m) 1JV-7~A 

( d ) ~ }J-, 7 ( n ) I:~ 7 T:f 
( e) I:~ - }'-' ( 0) J'-
( f ) - ;t. ~ ( P ) ;t.:f ~ ::J 7-
( g) AT '/ 7 ( q) ~ ~ I) -? 
( h ) /\ ~J' - jj~- ( r) VA ~7~ 
( i ) if ~ ~~ ~ ':/ 7- ( s) I:~ -? * - }J-, 
( j ) 7 }J-, - ':I $) .:L - A 

Key to Exercise 5: (a) pizza (b) Coke ( c) coffee 

(d) mi Ik (e) beer (f) Chinese noodles 

(g) snack bar (h) hamburger (i) sandwich 

(k) hot cakes ( I) ham and eggs (j) fruit juice 

(m) curried rice (n) steak (0) bar (p) Mexico, 

Mexican (q) Italy, Ital ian (r) restaurant 

(s) beer hall 

163 

SIr;付5 AND MENUS PART 5 

Exercise 5 

( a ) 

、‘，，，hu 
，，E
‘‘
 

( c) 

( d ) 

( e) 

ピザ

コーラ
コーヒー
ミルク

ビ-)レ

ラーメン

スナック

、‘，，，L
A
 

，，.‘‘ ホットケーキ

ハムエッグ

カレーライス

ビフテキ

ノ、ーー

メキシコ

イタリヤ

レストラン

ビヤホール

( f ) 

( g) 

、
•• 

，
 

h
H
 

，，.、、 ハンバーガー ( r) 

サンドイツチ ( s) 

フルーツジュース

、‘.，，l
 

，，.‘、

( m) 

、、.，，nH 

，，E
‘、

( 0) 

( P ) 

( q) 

、‘，，，・l，，.‘‘ 

( j ) 

|くey 十o Exercise 5: (a) pizza (b) Coke (c) coffee 

(d) mi Ik (e) beer (f) Chinese noodles 

(g) snack bar (h) hamburger (i) sandwich 

(j) frui十 juice (k) ho十 cakes ( 1) ham and eggs 

(m) curried rice 

Mexican (q) 

(s) beer hall 

( n) s十eak

l十aly" I十aI i an 

163 

( 0) 

( r) 

bar (p) Mexico" 

res十auran十



~* T tP t::: ~ ti' I:: C tJ -r -=j :t ~ -r ft T ~ ~ $I 
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~ -=j t:. )1" 7- iJ' "0 Iv "0 C~ C (J) h L1l: 

",~, ",h ~ 81J 

~ ~ .. :f ~ "7 ~ ~ Iv ~ 'J -r 
~ II = -1 ? .. ~~ ~ 
~ :Ii j\ a A c .. 'J "0 :.g: ",h 

a Ei :Ii Iv ~ 

fI3 fI3 + 
fI3 

~ III "7 ~ T t :Ii 1\. :Ii :Ii ~ -t:; - :Ii T T T -
I ~ ~ - a- a- a- a a- :Ii aa ~ a--
;l :t a- P3 fI3 P3 P3 P3 a- fI3 P3 - P3 a a a -
~ ct fI3 P3 a fI3 P3 F9 

fI3 

lm :Ii 

a a a 
P3 fI3 fI3 

This Japanese menu is written in the traditional way, vertically, with the names of 
items I isted above the prices. On the next page is a menu written horizontally, 
using characters, with prices in Arabic numerals. 

(f) -
GJ 
z 
(f) 

» z 
0 

:s:: 
fT1 
Z 
C 
(f) 

'"D » 
:;0 
--I 

VI 

ω
一(UZω
〉

z
o
z
m
z
c
ω

大

和

食

堂

和

洋

食

す
し

3工さ

し

えやす親て定

食

そ

ぱ

つてカと

ん

ビビ

戸

~ 

目IJみ

ぴ

て

ん

の

き

と

き

や

き

子

ど

ん

、.'
，，~、

ん
、a

，，~元

ら

ど

ん

ん
、a

，，~、

つ

勺

レ

フ

イ

か

'つ

フ

テ

キ

Jレ

中

華

料

理

すぎ
、。
，，)、

た

よ

ざ

つ

、a

，，~元どス百ノ又五

勺ん五百百

円 十

円

円

千

百

円

千

百

円

千

百

円

五

百

円

二

千

七

百

円

八，

百

円

千

五

百

円

五

百

円

五

百

円

-'ーノ、

百

円

五

百

円

七

百

円

千

二

百

円

酒

や

き

そ

ば

ラ

l
メ

一
小
品

百

円

三

百

円

五

百

円

ン

四

百

円

可
〉
刃
ベ

に.n

• 
・l
e
s

a
g
-

n
a
a
 

o
p
r
 

・-

e

十

十

m

・1

×

u

d
e
n
 

a
n
 

r

c

 

十

e
・l

h
H
ι
u
 

e
十

a

h

r

 

十

n
A

ハU

n

H

n

H

 

-

n
s
s
 

e
e
e
 

十

C

C

十
・
l
i

-
-
r
r
 

r
n
y
n
v
 

w
 e

h

 

s
h
十

・1
十

iw
 

u
e
 

n
v
p
 

e
o
s
 

m
b
r
 

a
e
 

e

十

s
.
0
c
 

e
e
a
 

n
十

r

a
s
a
 

n
V
-
E
-
h
H
 

a
l
e
 

-u 
s
q
u
 

s
m
n
 

・l
e
-
-

h
十

S

T
・-
u

of ver十ically， wi十h 十he names 
menu wri十十en horizon十aI I y， '

a
 

v' 
a

S

 

w
・-



SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

/\ ;.;/, - jj"- ¥650 

l:~ ¥500 
~ 

t.J~-7~A ¥600 ~ t:" 7 -;:- .:f ¥1,500 ~ 

~ ;.; t.J ':/ ¥850 

/\ A:C '/ Jj" ~50 

if;.; ~.. ~ '/ 7- ~600 

* '/ ~?- - .:f :¥S50 

::]-1:::- ¥300 

~ J~ 7 ¥150 

::]-7 ¥200 

7 J~ - ':/ :; .3. - A ~200 

¥250 

165 

SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

スカイラーク レストラン

ハンバーガー ￥650 

ピザ ￥500 

カレーライス ￥600 

ビフテキ ￥1，500 

トンカツ ￥850 

ハムエッグ ￥550 

サンドイツチ ￥600 

ホットケーキ 話550

コーヒー ￥300 

ミルク ￥150 

コーラ ￥200 

フルーツジュース ￥200 

￥250 

165 



SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

Find the fo I low i ng characters on you r Shopp i n9 and Repa irs 
cue cards, and write the Engl ish equivalents on a separate 
piece of paper. Check your answers with the keys. 

Exercise 6 

( a) ( c) ( d ) ( e) ( f ) ( g) 

( h) ( i ) ( j ) ( k) ( I ) (m) ( n ) 

A ~F 
~ 
8 * ~ ( t: 

0 ~ ~ a ¥- T ,~~ 

q:. 1* j~ 'J -0 '-

~ 

Key to Exercise 6: ( a) men ( b) women 

( c) shop ( d) bank ( e) no smoking , f ) stairway 

( g) exit ( h) entrance ( i ) emergency exit 

( j ) open ( k) closed ( I ) toi let ( m) pharmacy 

( n ) tobacco 

166 

SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

Find 十he fo I I ow i ng charac十ers on your S hopping and Repairs 
cue cards， and wri十e 十he Engl ish equivalen十s on a separa十e
piece of paper. Check your answers wi十h 十he keys. 

Exercise 6 

( a) ( b ) ( c) ( d ) ( e) ( f ) ( g) 

男 女 庖 銀

行

桂
木 階

段

出

口煙

( h) ( i ) ( j ) ( k) ( I ) (m) ( n ) 

入 非 許昌同 本 お た

口 戸市崎 業 日 手 す {ま

中 休 洗 -口 、園圃

業

Key 十o Exercise 6: ( a) men ( b) women 

( c) shop ( d) bank ( e) no smoking ， f ) s十airway

( g) exi十 ( h) en十rance ( i ) emergency exi十

( j ) open ( k) closed ( I ) 十oiI e十 ( m) pharmacy 

( n ) 十obacco

166 



SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

Exercise 7 

( a) 
_~~ 0 

T/'- ~ 
( b ) .J:A71v-9-
( c) .J:v~-9-

( d ) ATV* 7::;* TVt:: 
( e) v-T':I ~ 
( f ) *TJ~ 

0 
( g ) A-/'-
( h ) 7-T-r 
( i ) 1J~7 
( j ) 7 I) - ,;/7~ - -

Key to Exercise 7: (a) department store 

(b) escalator (c) elevator (d) stereo radio tele-

vision (e) market (f) hotel (g) supermarket 

(h) arcade (i) camera (j) cleaning 

167 

SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

ExerClse 7 

( a) デパート

( b )エスカレーター

( c)エレベーター

( d )ステレオ ラジオ テレビ

( e) マーケット

( f )ホテル

( 9 )スーパー

( h )アーケード

( i )カメラ

( j )クリーニング

Key 十oExercise 7: (a) depar十men十 S十ore

(b) escala十or (c) eleva十or ( d) 5十ereo radio十ele-

vlSlon (e) marke十 ( f) h 0十el (g) supermarke十

(h) arcade (i) camera (j) cleaning 

167 



SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

Exercise 8 

Find the following characters on your Subways and Trains 
cue cards, and write the Engl ish equivalents on a separate 
piece of paper. Check your answers with the key at the bottom 
of this page. 

( a) 

( c) 

( d ) 

( e) 

( f ) 

( i ) 

( j ) 

( c) 

( g ) 

( k) 

( n ) 

( q ) 

( t) 

rlLJ II 
~m 

H 
-~ 
(j]-
iT~ 

Key to Exercise 

express ( d ) 

Shibuya ( h ) 

8 : 

( I ) 

( m) 

( n ) 

~~mt 

j$~~ 

m~
r;p~-

(0) IJ\ B3 A ji 
(p) ~ ~t j~ 

(q) ~!Ii 0 

(r) llJ =F _ 
(S)~~*1f 

( a) Shinagawa ( b ) Kanda 

Yokohama ( e) JNR ( f ) 

express ( i ) Ginza ( j ) 

Shinjuku 

Ueno 

Sagamihara ( I ) Ebina ( m) Sotetsu Line 

Chuo Line ( 0) Odakyu Line ( p ) Shimo-Kitazawa 

to trains ( r) Yamanote Line ( s ) Sagami-Ono 

Sobudai-mae 

/68 

SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

Exercise 8 

Find 十he fo I I ow i ng charac十erson your S ubways and Trains 
cue cards， and wri十e 十he English equivalen十son a separa十e
piece of paper. Check your answers wi十h十he key a十十he bo十十om
of 十his page. 

( a) 川

田

速

浜

電

宿

谷

行

座

野

晶

神

快

横

国

新

渋

急

銀

上

( k) 相模原

( I )海老名

( m) 相鉄線

( n )中央線

(0)小田急線

( p )下北沢

( q )乗車口

( r) 山手線

( s )相模大野

(十)相武台前

( b ) 

( c) 

( d ) 

( e) 

( f ) 

( g) 

、‘，，h
H
 

，，‘‘. 

、‘，，・l，aE
‘、

( j ) 

Key 十o Exercise 8: ( a) Shinagawa ( b ) Kanda 

( c) express ( d ) Yokohama ( e) JNR ( f ) Shinjuku 

( 9 ) Shibuya ( h ) express ( i ) Ginza ( j ) Ueno 

( k) Sagamihara ( I ) Ebina ( m) So十e十su Line 

( n ) Chuo Line ( 0) Odakyu Line ( p ) Shimo-Ki十azawa

( q ) 十O 十rains ( r) Yamano十e Line ( s ) Sagami-Ono 

(十) Sobudai-mae 
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SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

Exercise 9 

The figures below represent train fares from the 
Sobudai-mae Station. (The dark oval indicates the station 
where you are.) The figure above the line In each oval is 
the fare for adults; the lower figure is the fare for 
children twelve years old and younger. Using the Subways 
ard Trains cue cards, identify the following three stations. 

(a) Sagamihara 

(b) Ebina 

(c) Sagami-Ono 

On a separate piece of paper, write the adult and chi Id 
fares to these stations. Then check your answers with 
the key at the bottom of this page • 

• ...8J...9...B1..BJ.~.BlB1. • .El£l£lfi1... 
\fJWWWWW\5 \flW\5W 

3i 
)11 

Key to Exercise 9 

(a) 70/40 (b) 80/40 

169 

~ jfi J.J * 
ra, ~ * J.J 
~ * 

(c) 70/40 

SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

Exercise 9 

The figures below represen十十rain 千ares from 十he
Sobudai四 mae S十a十ion. (The dark oval indica十es 十he 5十a十ion
where you are.) The figure above 十he line ln each oval is 
十he fare for adul十s; 十he lower figure is 十he fare for 
children 十welve years old and younger. Using 十he S ubways 
ard Trains cue cards， iden十if Y 十he following 十hree s十a十ions.

(a) Sagamihara 

(b) Ebina 

(c) Sagami-Ono 

On a separa十e piece of paper， wri十e 十he adul十 and chi Id 
fares 十O 十hese 5十a十ions. Then check your answers wi十h
十he key a十十 he bo十十om of 十his page. 

小田急線

新柿鶴玉

百生川川
，ゐ、 品凶

手・

ケ 園

丘

本

厚

木

厚

木

海

老

名

座

間

当

駅
相

模

原

相

模

大

野

町

田

lくey 十o Exercise 9 

(a) 70/40 (b) 80/40 (c) 70/40 

169 



SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

Exercise 10 

The figures below represent train fares from Shinjuku 
Station. The figure above the I ine in each oval is the 
fare for adults; the lower figure is the fare for children. 
Using the Subways and Trains cue cards, identify the 
following three stations. 

(a) Shimo-Kitazawa 

(b) Sagami-Ono 

(c) Sobudai-mae 

On a separate piece of paper, write the adult and child 
fares to these stations. Then check your answers with 
the key at the bottom of this page • 

• ~~-®--@--@-~%-@--@-. 40 40 50 60 70 80 90 100 110 

iT ~ ~ :I[ Zk ~ ,$ 3I *D *D 1=1 .!ii!. 

~ ~t ?- §, P EB ~ J II • :lit 
j~ .Ii Jt ~ *. A. 

C 

III If -'-'-
SIJ 

Key to Exercise 10 

(a) 70/40 (b) 190/100 ( c) 210/ 110 
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SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

Exercise 10 

The figures below represen十十rain fares from Shinjuku 
S十a十ion. The figure above 十he 1 i ne i n each ova I i 5 十he
fare for adul十5;十he lower figure is 十he fare for ch i 1 dren. 
Using 十he S ubways and Train 5 cue cards， iden十ify 十he
following 十hree 5十a十ions.

( a ) S h ; mo -K ;十azawa

。n 
nu m

 
a
 

qu 
a
 

qu 
、.. ，， 

h
U
 

，，.‘、

(c) Sobudai-mae 

On a separa十e p;ece of paper， wri十e 十he adul十 and ch i 1 d 
fares 十O 十hese 5十a十ions. Then check your answers wi十h
十he key a十十 he bo十十om of 十his page. 

小田急線

多ムflLß~J，礼ßにA..ß礼λ..POL_、r、v、v、グ弐r、v、グスoy、，--
新

宿

梅

ケ

丘
戸

z尾
正邑 生

田

喜

多

見

柿

生

下

北

沢

玉

川

学

園

相

模

大

野

相

武
A. 
ロ

目。

|くey 十o Exercise 10 

(a) 70/40 (b) 190/100 (c) 210/110 
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SIGNS AND MENUS PART 5 

Exerc I se I I 

The figures below represent subway fares from Shinjuku 
Station. The figure in each block is the fare for adults; 
a child's ticket is half-price (rounded up to the next 10). 
Using the SUbways and Trains cue cards, identify the Ginza 
Station. On a separate piece of paper, write the adult 
and chi Id fares to the Ginza. Then check your answers with 
the key at the bottom of this page. 

~~.~~~~~~~@i] ---------------------------------------
Ii ~ tit Ii tit llB llB ;JF iiIiii jll Jti a. 

~ If ~ ~ ~ '/ '/ iR T ~ ---J.jt 

If iR • * * Jt 00 
J:. T 9B - 1~ -

EI ..a.£. T '-IIJ 

EI 

Key to Exerc i se I I 

Fares to the Ginza Station--adult, 110; chi Id, 60 
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Exerc f se I I 

The figures below represen十 subway fares from Shinjuku 
S十a十ion. The figure in each block is 十he fare for adul十s;
a child's 十fcke十 is half-price (rounded up 十0 十he nex十 I0 ) • 
Using 十he S ubways and Train s cue cards， iden十ify 十he Ginza 
S十a十ion. On a separa十e piece of paper， wri十e 十he adul十

and chi Id fares 十0 十he Ginza. Then check your answers wi十h
十he key a十十he bo十十om of 十his page. 

丸ノ内線

巨]~. ~百四回目四日四回
-・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・園田・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・・

新中新新新四四赤霞銀東

中野宿宿宿 ツツ坂ヶ座京

野 坂 三御谷谷見関

上 丁苑三 付

目前丁

目

|くey 十o Exe rc i se 1 1 

Fares 十o 十he Ginza S十a十ion--adul十， 110; ch! Id， 60 
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SIGNS AND MfNUS PART 5 

Exercise 12 

The map on the next page indicates train fares of 
Japan National Railways (JNR). The figure above the line 
in each circle is the fare for adults; the lower figure 
is the fare for chi Idren. 

First, find out which I ine you should use to go to each 
of the following places. 

(a) Ueno 

(b) Kanda 

(c) Shinagawa 

(d) Shibuya 

Second, use the map to find out the fare to each of the 
places above. 

Check your answers with the key, on this page. 

Key to Exercise 12 

Part I 

Station 

(a) Ueno 
(b) Kanda 
(c) Shinagawa 
Cd) Shibuya 

Part 2 

Station 

(a) Ueno 
(b) Kanda 
(c) Shinagawa 
(d) Shibuya 

Line 

Chuo and Yamanote OR Yamanote 
Chuo 
Yamanote 
Yamanote 

Fare (a d u It) 

140 
120 
140 
100 
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SIGNS AND MfNUS PART 5 

Exercise 12 

The map on 十he nex十 page indica十es 十rain fares 0千

Japan Na十ional Railways (JNR). The figure above 十he 1 i ne 
in each circle is 十he fare for adul十5;十he lower figure 
i 5 十he fare for chi Idren. 

Firs十， find ou十 which I ine you should use 十o go 十o each 
of 十he following places. 

(a) Ueno 

(b) Kanda 

(c) Shinagawa 

(d) Shibuya 

Second， use 十he map 十o find ou十十he fare 十o each of 十he
places above. 

Check your answers wi十h 十he key， on 十his page. 

1くey 十o Exercise 12 

Par十!

S十a十ion Line 

a
 

w
 

a
a
 

g
y
 

a
a
u
 

o
d
n
b
 

n
H
n
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e
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h
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、‘.，，‘、.，，‘‘.，，、‘，，，

a
h
u
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F
-
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t
、，
f
、

Chuo and Yamano十e OR Yamano十e
Chuo 
Yamano十e
Yamano十e

Par十 2

S十a十ion Fare (adu 1十)

(a) Ueno 140 
( b ) Kanda 120 
( c) Shinagawa 140 
( d ) Shibuya 100 
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Exercise 12 

The map on the next page indicates train fares of 
Japan National Railways (JNR). The figure above the line 
in each circle is the fare for adults; the lower figure 
is the fare for chi Idren. 

First, find out which I ine you should use to go to each 
of the following places. 

(a) Ueno 

(b) Kanda 

(c) Shinagawa 

(d) Shibuya 

Second, use the map to find out the fare to each of the 
places above. 

Check your answers with the key, on this page. 

Key to Exercise 12 

Part I 

Station 

(a) Ueno 
(b) Kanda 
(c) Shinagawa 
Cd) Shibuya 

Part 2 

Station 

(a) Ueno 
(b) Kanda 
(c) Shinagawa 
(d) Shibuya 

Line 

Chuo and Yamanote OR Yamanote 
Chuo 
Yamanote 
Yamanote 

Fare (a d u It) 

140 
120 
140 
100 
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SIGNS AND MENUS PART 6 

6. SELF-EVALUATION QUIZ 

Section I 

On a separate piece of paper, write the following prices 
in Arabic numerals. When you have finished, check your answers 
with the key at the bottom of the page. 

( I ) ( 2 ) ( 3 ) ( 4 ) ( 5 ) ( 6 ) ( 7 ) ( 8) ( 9 ) ( 10) - Il9 3i -'- Il9 11., J\. -t - -- /\. -
T n a 0 n n T Il9 n -'-

/\. 

11., 
, 11., J\. -'-

0 J\. 3i 0 /\. 

a T + T T a 0 T P3 
0 - P3 P3 P3 P3 P3 - P3 P3 0 a 
P3 P3 

( I I ) ( 12) ( I 3 ) ( I 4 ) ( I 5 ) ( I 6) ( I 7 ) ( I 8) ( I 9 ) (20) - J\. - J\. - -t 11., -'--- - - - /\. 

Il9 n 
, 

11., n T n T T n --- + , ...L- 0 Il9 J\. -- /\. -t -
3i T T 0 fI3 T P3 a + a 
0 P3 - -'- P3 P3 P3 - P3 /\. 

0 a a 
P3 P3 P3 

Key to Section I 

( I ) ¥3,800 ( 6 ) ¥98,200 ( I I ) ¥24,500 ( 16) ¥34,600 
( 2 ) ¥43,OOO ( 7 ) ¥8,500 ( J 2 ) ¥8 J ,000 ( I 7 ) ¥2,O10 
( 3 ) ¥590 ( 8) ¥7,400 ( I 3 ) ¥26,200 ( J 8) ¥70,800 
( 4 ) ¥60,200 ( 9 ) ¥16,OOO ( 14) ¥ I ,370 ( I 9 ) ¥9,020 
( 5 ) ¥49,OOO ( 10) ¥360 ( I 5 ) ¥890 (20) ¥6,300 
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6 PART MENUS AND SfGNS 

QUIZ SELF-EVALUATION 6. 

Sec十ion

following prices 
check your answers 

On a separa十e piece of paper， wri十e 十he
in Arabic numerals. When you have finished， 
wi十h 十he key a十十he bo十十om of 十he page. 

川=一
( 9 ) 

ω
七

園 L圃

ノ、

O 
円

万
-'-
ノ、

千
円

四

O
O
円

川
八
千
五
百
円

川
九
万
八
千
二
百
円

山
四
万
九
千
円

川
六

O 

0
0
円
川

-・・圃・圃-

日
五
百
九
十
円

ω
四
万
三

川=一

千
円

千
八
百
円

(20) 

六
千
三

間
九
千

( I 8) 

百
円

-・・圃圃

・・・圃圃圃・

十
円

七
万
八
百
円

( I 7 ) 

--
千
十
円

( I 6) 

--・・・・圃圃圃
万
四
千
六

( I 5 ) 

八
九

O
円

-・・・・・圃・

、
-
闘圃圃圃・・・

( I 3 ) 

-・・・・圃

・・圃・・・・

万

( 12) 

八
万

、，aa'l
 

l
 

，，.‘ 

.圃・圃園
田園田園圃圃圃

四

七

O
円

六
千

-・圃圃・圃.

千
円

百
円

-・・・周回
.圃圃圃・・・

百
円

、

五

O
O
円

￥34，600 
￥2，010 

￥70，800 
￥9，020 
￥6，300 

( 16) 
( I 7 ) 

( 1 8) 

( I 9 ) 
(20) 

￥24，500 
半81，000 
半26，200
半1，370

￥890 
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( 1 I ) 

( 12) 
( I 3 ) 
( 14) 
( 1 5 ) 

￥98，200 
￥8，500 
￥7，400 

￥16，000 
￥360 

Sec十ion

( 6 ) 
( 7 ) 
( 8) 
( 9 ) 

( 10) 

十。

半3，800
半43，000

半590
￥60，200 
￥49，000 

1くey
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( 2 ) 
( 3 ) 
( 4 ) 
( 5 ) 



SIGNS AND MENUS PART 6 

Section 2 

Find the following characters on your cue cards, and write 
the Eng Ii sh equ i va I ents on a separate piece of paper. Check 
your answers with the key at the bottom of the page. 

SUBWAYS AND TRAINS EATING OUT 

( I ) lila ( 8) Ifl. 
( 2 ) '1*)1 ( 9 ) 11v - 7~A 
( 3 ) 
~ ;..-

'1:#' IT ( 10) :J-t: -
( 4) IJ\ EB ~,flR ( I I ) 1::' ~ * -)V 

( 5 ) ii~ ( I 2 ) 7-~ ~ 
( 6) mit~M ( I 3 ) $lij 
( 7 ) ~'l*!f 
SHOPPING AND REPAIRS 

( 14) -a-.Ifl ( I 8) 

( I 5 ) *a1*. ( I 9 ) 

( I 6) ~ (20) 

( I 7 ) 1; Ef. j1t 
Key to Section 2 

( I ) Japan National Rai Iways ( 8 ) Chinese ( I 5 ) closed 
( 2 ) express ( 9) curried rice ( t 6 ) men 
( 3 ) express ( 10) coffee ( I 7 ) to i let 
( 4 ) Odakyu Line ( I I ) beer ha I I ( I 8 ) emergency 
( 5 ) Shinjuku ( I 2 ) Chinese noodles exit 
( 6 ) Sobudai-mae ( I 3 ) rice wine ( I 9 ) women 
( 7 ) Sagami-Ono ( 14) open (20) no smoking 
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SIGNS AND MENUS PART 6 

Sec十ion 2 

Find 十he following charac十ers on your cue cards， and wri十e
十heEngl ish equivalen十son a separa十epiece of paper. Check 
your answers wi十h十he key a十十he bo十十omof 十he page. 

SUBWAYS AND TRAINS 

( I )国電

( 2 )快速

( 3 )急行

( 4) 小田急線

( 5 )新宿

( 6) 相武台前

( 7 )相模大野

SHOPPING AND REPAIRS 

( 14) 営業中

( 1 5 )本日休業

( 1 6) 男

EATING OUT 

( 8) 中華

カレーライス

( 10) 

、‘，，，l
 

-，，.‘、

( I 2 ) 

( 1 3 ) 

( 1 8) 

( 1 9 ) 

(20) 

コーヒー

ビヤホール

ラーメン

酒

非常口

女

禁煙

( 1 7 ) お 手 洗
|くey十oSec十ion 2 

(1) Japan Na十ional Rai Iways (8) Chinese ( 1 5 ) closed 
(2) express ( 9) curried rice ( t 6 ) men 
(3) express ( 10) coffee ( 1 7 ) 十oi 1 e十

(4) Odakyu Line ( 1 1 ) beer hall ( 1 8 ) emergency 
( 5 ) Shinjuku (12) Chinese noodles exi十

( 6 ) Sobudai-mae ( 1 3 ) rice wine ( 1 9 ) women 
(7) Sagami-Ono (14) open (20) no smoking 

175 



SIGNS AND MENUS PART 6 

Using your cue cards, try to read the signs below and on the 
next page. 

176 

SIGNS AND MENUS PART 6 

Using your cue cards，十 ry 十o read 十he signs below and on 十he

nex十 page.
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SIGNS AND MENUS PART 6 

Using your cue cards, try to read the signs below and on the 
next page. 
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oberon
Typewritten Text
Image: Lover of RomanceDate: 23 November 2007cc-by-sa-3.0
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oberon
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Appendix – List of Images

PDF 
Page(s)

Document 
Page(s)

Image Link License Modifications

5 iv http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tokyo_Station_Yaesu_Entra
nce_2.jpg

http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

11 6 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rush_hour_at_Shinjuku_02.J
PG

http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

13 8 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tokyo_subway_map.PNG Public Domain

14 9 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ticket_Machines,_Shinjuku_
Station,_Tokyo.jpg

http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

16 11 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Japan_Railways_Ticket_Mac
hine.jpg

http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

17 12 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sirakawa_station_kaisatu.jpg http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

18 13 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:JRCentral-Gotemba-line-
Gotemba-station-ticket-gate-20100331.jpg

http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/3.0/deed.en

18 13 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:JR_Ibaraki_Station_Ticket_
Gate.JPG

http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

19 14 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:TokyoMetro-M07-Nishi-
shinjuku-station-platform.jpg

http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

37 32 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Shinjuku_JR_Train_Station_
Ticket_Machine.jpg

http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en

face blurred

45 40 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tokyu-Series8500.jpg http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

54 49 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:TokyoMetro9000.JPG http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

55 50 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Greater_Tokyo_rail_network
.png

http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tokyo_Station_Yaesu_Entrance_2.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tokyo_Station_Yaesu_Entrance_2.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Greater_Tokyo_rail_network.png
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Greater_Tokyo_rail_network.png
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:TokyoMetro9000.JPG
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tokyu-Series8500.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Shinjuku_JR_Train_Station_Ticket_Machine.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Shinjuku_JR_Train_Station_Ticket_Machine.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:TokyoMetro-M07-Nishi-shinjuku-station-platform.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:TokyoMetro-M07-Nishi-shinjuku-station-platform.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:JR_Ibaraki_Station_Ticket_Gate.JPG
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:JR_Ibaraki_Station_Ticket_Gate.JPG
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/deed.en
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/3.0/deed.en
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:JRCentral-Gotemba-line-Gotemba-station-ticket-gate-20100331.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:JRCentral-Gotemba-line-Gotemba-station-ticket-gate-20100331.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Sirakawa_station_kaisatu.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Japan_Railways_Ticket_Machine.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Japan_Railways_Ticket_Machine.jpg
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ticket_Machines,_Shinjuku_Station,_Tokyo.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ticket_Machines,_Shinjuku_Station,_Tokyo.jpg
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tokyo_subway_map.PNG
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rush_hour_at_Shinjuku_02.JPG
http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Rush_hour_at_Shinjuku_02.JPG
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en
http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.0/deed.en


57 52 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Yokohama_station_west_exit
.jpeg

http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

58 53 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tokyo_Taxi_Stand.jpg http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en

59 54 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Imperial_palace.jpg http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

59 54 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Ginza_at_Night,_Tokyo.jpg http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

62 57 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tokyo_Available_Taxi.jpg http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

63 58 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Hokkaido_Taxi.jpg http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

91 86 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tsukiji_fish_market2.jpg http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by/2.0/deed.en

92 87 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Nippon_Travel_Agency_Kus
atsu_Branch.jpg

http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

122 117 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Tokyubus_AO324_midnight-arrow-
aobadai.jpg

http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

123 118 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:WomensCar_KeioLine.jpg http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

127 122 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Taki_station_Ju10_13.JPG http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/3.0/deed.en

156 151 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Japan_Tokyo_Western_Food_Restaurant.jp
g

http://creativecommons.org/
licenses/by-sa/2.0/deed.en

157 152 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:Yorishima_Station_Signs.JPG Public Domain

181 176 http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:OER_Shimo-Kitazawa_station_South.JPG http://creativecommons.org/
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